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INTRODUCTION

I – Document scope
Aim of these Guidelines is to provide practical hints on how to evaluate the concept of Resilience in
the domain of Critical Infrastructures (CI).
Not a Research Agenda nor an Engineering Manual, these Guidelines are intended as an application
oriented framework, addressing and supporting the operators/owners of CI already in operation
(resilience evaluation). How to foster resilience in an under-design project (resilience engineering) will
be matter of a future project and related document. Without addressing sectors specific CI at this stage,
but addressing complex organizations such as energy infrastructures operators, telco infrastructures
operators, transportation infrastructures operators, etc., the Guidelines intend to be a reference
document general enough to be applied to all CI sectors, to be used and customized to draft sector
specific similar documents.
The Guidelines move on from the concept of Protection, starting from today’s Best Practices, pushing
such concept towards a resilience status. The common understanding of the authors is that today best
practices address cyber / physical protection of CI at the best they can, with traditional static and
iterative solutions, trying to stop all possible known threats at the border of the single CI’s assets or
CI’s full perimeter, ready to start with procedures of disaster recovery and business continuity in case
of failure stopping external threats. Today, unfortunately, Infrastructure Operators have to deal with a
landscape characterized by constantly evolving threats and vulnerabilities, in response to which we
need dynamic and continuously adapted solutions. In addition to all the measures already in place for
protection, resilience is intended to put in operation at physical and logical levels all possible status of
the art measures, along with redundancy and fault tolerant mechanisms able to adapt the system to
evolving threat landscape, to reduce the reaction time and increase the reconfiguration
capabilities. While at personal, organizational and cooperation levels is intended to put in operation
the best practices for continuous training (aimed at reduce internal threats, environmental inertia and
social engineering issues), communication within the same organization, among different organizations
and with the external world, able to foster the solution of the crisis after a successful attack or natural
disaster.
These Guidelines intends to provide a framework to address the following questions:
Ø To which extent the infrastructure system is resilient?
Ø Why does the infrastructure system have a certain degree of resilience?
and can be applied and customized to any type of infrastructure systems.
The basic questions addressed in these Guidelines are:
Resilience of what: CI’s systems, subsystems, social communities.
Resilience to what: routinely caused man-made and natural potentially destabilizing or
disruptive events, as well as non-routine risks - disturbances with small likelihood and large
impacts.
Resilience for whom: System designers, managers and system operators, decision makers and
6

researchers.
Fig. 1, representing the basic structure of the Electric System, very well represents the three questions
listed above.

Figure 1 1 - On the need to compose different Resilience Indicators at different levels of granularity. To assess a
system’s resilience, it is necessary to specify which system configuration (spatial perimeter) and which disturbances
are of interest.

Evaluating and, in prospective, fostering the resilience level accordingly with suggestions included in
this document requires the previous definition of a “spatial” perimeter to be fostered as far as resilience
is concerned. This spatial perimeter in literature is variously named: perimeter of intervention,
scenario, or simply perimeter. We'll make use of the latter term. The most immediate example of
perimeter is a CI in its totality. But what the sentence "its totality" means? CIs generally share various
locations and they have a functional dependency by other critical or formally non critical infrastructure
(typically suppliers). Experience suggest to stay in the middle not choosing a too wide perimeter nor a
too small. An enterprise location could be a good choice. After having analysed all the perimeters,
considering their functional relations, new resilience indicators may be applied. It may be interesting to
consider that the "perimeter" concept may be viewed by various points. A single process may be
suitable to be a perimeter. The totality of the processes of a CI may be analysed and considered as
suitable to implement resilience indicators. At the end, you will probably have analysed the whole CI,
but with a result affected by a high redundancy level in resilience indicators. In this case would be a
better solution to choose by scratch the local CI site as perimeter. Sometimes, however, the interest
could be limited to the evaluation of the resilience of a single process, as an example the e-mail-server
infrastructure or the production process. In this case the "process" approach is the most suitable one.
Following the aforementioned approach, the sections of the Guidelines will take in due considerations
the results of previous activities and approaches as described and reported in official Documents like
UNI, ASIS, ISACA, OECD, CSS, ENISA, Argonne National Lab., Sandia national Lab., etc.2 3 4 5 6 7.
1
2

Iowa State University, Homepage for EE/Econ 458 (Tesfatsion), Economic Systems for Electric Power Planning.
OECD (2008) Handbook on Constructing Composite Indicators: Methodology and user Guide.
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II – The resilience approach
Past and recent experiences have shown how likely is that protection policies, sooner or later, may fail.
For this reason, and being aware of the fact that the efforts put in place for protection of CIs can be
easily bypassed, all of the stakeholders involved in the protection of such delicate and vital
infrastructure have reached a level of awareness that strongly suggests to put more emphasis on critical
infrastructure resilience.
a - What does resilience mean
Though infrastructure protection and infrastructure resilience represent complementary elements of a
comprehensive risk management strategy, the two concepts are distinct. Infrastructure protection is the
ability to prevent or reduce the effect of an adverse event. Infrastructure resilience is the ability to reduce
the magnitude, impact, or duration of a disruption. The spread in the continuous discovery of new threats

that target CIs, stress the importance of a whole rethinking around the concept of protection. That’s
where resilience emerges from and becomes an important part of the playing field. A resilient approach
is a holistic set of procedures and measures that encompasses the entire structure of an
institution/business/infrastructure, from the physical parts to the management, to ensure the ability to
prevent, absorb, adapt, and recover to an attack, either physical or cyber.
Very often there is the tendency to confuse the concepts of: resilience, security, business continuity,
risk assessment/management, crisis and emergency management. Figure 2 should clarify the authors’
perspective on this crucial matter.

3

Fisher, Ronald E.; Bassett, Gilbert W.; Buehring, William A.; Collins, Michael J.; Dickinson, David C.; Eaton, Lori K. et al. (2010):
Constructing a resilience index for the enhanced critical infrastructure protection program. Edited by Argonne National Laboratory. U.S.
Department of Energy - Decision and Information Science Division (ANL/DIS, 10-9).
4
Biringer, Betty E.; Vugrin, Eric D.; Warren, Drake E. (2013): Critical Infrastructure System Security and Resiliency. Boca Raton: Taylor &
Francis.
5
Prior, Tim (2015): Measuring Critical Infrastructure Resilience: Possible Indicators. Edited by Center for Security Studies. ETH Zürich
(Risk and Resilience Report, 9).
6
Saisana, Michaela (2012): An inventory of risk-related or resilience-related composite indicators and ratings. Luxembourg: Publications
Office (EUR (Luxembourg. Online), 25560.
7
ENISA Report Measurement Frameworks and Metrics for Resilient Networks and Services: Technical Report 2011.
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Resilience
Figure 2. Resilience: A Multifaceted Problem
Difference between Business Continuity and Resilience
As Robin Gaddum8 (IBM Global Services, UK ) argues: “Business continuity has been focused upon
a defensive resilience posture, consisting of three basic building blocks - recovery, hardening and
redundancy – that are widely recognized as vital ingredients for successful business continuity
plans. A defensive posture is useful in protecting the organization and its revenue streams but it
does not help the bottom line. It is an insurance or bomb-shelter mentality; a static initiative that
makes you feel more secure or protected, but rarely gets updated”
The concept of the “static initiative that make you feel more protected” is exactly what makes the
difference with Resilience that is a step ahead to Business Continuity. According to Gaddum Resilience

8

http://www.continuitycentral.com/feature083.htm
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provide “a mixture of continuity, availability, security, recovery and scalability” enabling a dynamic,
proactive and holistic dimension to the protection approach. Resilience enable organizations to rapidly
“self” adapt to abnormal events, faults or disruption ensuring a seamless service.

Resilience Evaluation is the overall activities of modelling, and analysis of critical infrastructure
system aimed to evaluate the ability to prevent, absorb, adapt, and recover from a disruptive event,
either natural or man-made.
Resilience Engineering is the overall activities of design, construction, operation, and maintenance of
critical infrastructure system aimed to ensure the ability to prevent, absorb, adapt, and recover from
a disruptive event, either natural or man-made. As said, this aspect is not included in this document and
should be, whether applicable, the focus of a future document.
A Critical Infrastructure is not only made of technologies but especially of people, processes and
organizations. Any Resilience Evaluation and Engineering activity must take in consideration all these
components, including cultural background, in view to be complete and successful. (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Source: USC Marshall School of Business Institute for
Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (adapted)
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b - Recognizing the importance of CI Resilience
On February 7th 2013, the “Cyber security Strategy of the European Union: an Open, Safe, and Secure
Cyberspace”9 was presented through a press conference with the important remarks of Catherine
Ashton10, EU high representative, Neelie Kroes11, Vice-President of the European Commission
responsible for the Digital Agenda and Cecilia Malmström12, EU Commissioner for Home Affairs. The
remarks revolve around the fact that we rely on cyberspace in almost every sector of our lives, and thus
the importance of defending it from cyber attacks. Neelie Kroes underlines one of the critical point of
the EU Strategy, that’s to say cyber resilience: “We need to protect our networks and systems, and
make them resilient. That can only happen when all actors play their part and take up their
responsibilities. Cyber threats are not contained to national borders: nor should cybersecurity be. So
our strategy is accompanied by a proposed Directive to strengthen cyber-resilience within our single
market. It will ensure companies take the measures needed for safe, stable networks. […] Europe needs
resilient systems and networks. Failing to act would impose significant costs: on consumers, on
businesses, on society. A single cyber incident can cost from tens of thousands of euros for a small
business — to millions for a large-scale data breach. Yet the majority of them could be prevented just
by users taking simple and cheap measures.”13
ENISA’s Critical Information Infrastructure Protection (CIIP) and Resilience Unit is responsible for
assisting competent national EU agencies, private sector and EU Commission to develop sound and
implementable preparedness, response and recovery strategies, policies and measures that fully meet
the emerging threats critical information infrastructures face today14.
The United States officially recognized resilience in national doctrine in the 2010 National Security
Strategy, which states that US must enhance its resilience—the ability to adapt to changing conditions
and prepare for, withstand, and rapidly recover from disruption15.
On 12th February 2013, the president of the United States Barack Obama issued an Executive Order
entitled “Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity”16, which has similar contents and measures
to those included in the Cybersecurity strategy of the European Union.

9

European Commission (2013), Cybersecurity Strategy of the European Union: An Open, Safe and Secure Cyberspace.,
available
from:
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/e-library/documents/policies/organized-crime-and-humantrafficking/cybercrime/docs/join_2013_1_en.pdf
10
Remarks by EU high representative Catherine Ashton at the at press conference on the launch of the EU's Cyber Security
th
Strategy, February 7 2013, available from:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/EN/foraff/135287.pdf
11
Neelie Kroes, “Using cybersecurity to promote European values”, speech at the at press conference on the launch of the
th
EU's Cyber Security Strategy, February 7 2013, available from: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13104_en.htm
12
Cecilia Malmström, “Stepping up the fight against cybercriminals to secure a free and open Internet”, speech at the at
th
press conference on the launch of the EU's Cyber Security Strategy, February 7 2013, available from:
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-13-105_en.htm
13
Neelie Kroes remarks, op. cit.
14
ENISA https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP
15
U.S. DHS http://www.dhs.gov/topic/resilience#
16
Barack Obama, “Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity” Executive Order of February 12, 2013, available from:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/executive-order-improving-critical-infrastructure-cybersecurity
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In the Critical Infrastructure Resilience Strategy, the Australian Government recognizes the importance
of critical infrastructure resilience and the essential services for everyday life provided by critical
infrastructure. The Strategy describes the Australian Government’s approach to enhancing the
resilience of their critical infrastructure to all hazards17.
The EU Research Programme H2020 has addressed the topic of CI Resilience with different Calls.
Undoubtedly, this is a clear sign of how important the challenge of resilience is becoming in different
contexts.
With the clear intention of proposing an embryonic approach for establishing a resilience policy for
Critical Infrastructure Resilience Evaluation, it can be said that such policy should be based on a
resilience model that should be easy to implement and which effectiveness should be easy to measure.
That is the purpose of the present Report.

17

Australian Government Critical Infrastructure Resilience Strategy:
http://www.emergency.qld.gov.au/publications/pdf/Critical_Infrastructure_Resilience_Strategy.pdf
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PART I
Resilience Model
1.1 – The proposed Model
To be univocally applicable, infrastructure resilience evaluation and engineering require a precise
definition of resilience that is applicable to all infrastructure systems.
For the purpose of this Project, the authors agreed to adopt the following definition of Infrastructure
Resilience: “Infrastructure resilience is the ability to reduce the magnitude and/or duration of
disruptive events. The effectiveness of a resilient infrastructure or enterprise depends upon its ability to
anticipate, absorb, adapt to, and/or rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive event.” (NIAC 2009
Critical Infrastructure Resilience: Final Report and Recommendations.
See http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/niac/niac critical_infrastructure_resilience.pdf).
A similar definition can be found in the IPCC 2012 Glossary of Terms “The ability of a system and its
component parts to anticipate, absorb, accommodate, or recover from the effects of a hazardous event
in a timely and efficient manner, including through ensuring the preservation, restoration, or
improvement of its essential basic structures and functions” (IPCC 2012 Glossary of Terms
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX-Annex_Glossary.pdf)
As a consequence of the aforementioned definitions, it should be clear that a system may have different
levels of resilience to different disruptive events. In fact, different disruptive events may affect a
system in different ways and thus necessitate different recovery processes.
All pillars of these definitions are captured in Figure 4 which shows that resilience adopts the
assumption that a system always tends to reach a systematic status after a disruptive event that
equals the status before the event or become stable in a new equilibrium.

FIGURE 4: Components of Resilience and the Timing of an Adverse Event
(Carlson ed al. 2012)18
Following the definition of Resilience adopted for this Project, the proposed model for Resilience
Evaluation, suitable also for the Engineering aspect, is represented as in Figure 5, and described in the
18

ANL/DIS-12-1, Carlson et al. 2012, Resilience: Theory and Applications.
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following. The model consists of a hierarchy of four system resilience dimensions, that concur to
realize the four system resilience capacities taken from the definition. Resilience features occupy the
engineering level of the hierarchy and represent the current infrastructure design implementations that
contribute to one or more of the system capacities, while resilience indicators are quantified properties
of the dimensions, capacities and features characterizing the system subject to assessment.

Figure 5. Hierarchical Representation of the Infrastructure Resilience Model
Indicators are presented in the Part II.
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1.1.1 Four system resilience dimensions:
The resilience dimensions (see Figure 6) derive from the assumption that a Critical Infrastructure is not
only made of technologies but especially of people and organizations, and is dependent (or
interdependent) from others infrastructures. These dimensions may be stacked in an abstraction degree
order from the highest abstraction level (Cooperative) to lowest abstraction degree level (Logical and
Physical). Any Resilience Evaluation (and even Engineering) activity must take in consideration all
these dimensions.
Logical & Physical dimension: Individuate the most advisable technologies today available for the
cyber and physical protection. Considering the best technologies to be used for sector specific
applications. How to address the ever evolving threat and vulnerability landscape, with dynamic and
continuously adapted technological solutions.
Personal dimension: How to define the Profile of the people in charge for CI’s resilience. How
possibly certify the Resilience Skills of experts. Which should be the Training Program to prepare CI’s
resilient experts. In which way motivate the CI personnel not security specific to take part to the overall
challenge of security.
Organizational dimension: accordingly, with a proposed general logical model, how to define at
organizational level a Resilience Management System and how to implement it. How to
individuate the people to be involved. How to define the responsibilities and at which level.
Cooperative dimension: How to promote the cooperation among different CI operators, both private
and public. Who should have the responsibility of the initiative. Which is the state of the art and the
best practices.
In building and evaluating resilience the contribution made by each of these four dimensions
needs to be considered

Figure 6. Four dimensions of system resilience: from lowest abstraction degree level
(Logical and Physical) to the highest abstraction level (Cooperative)
15

1.1.2 Four type of system resilience capacities
The resilience capacities are the intrinsic properties of the system infrastructure implemented into each
one of the resilience dimensions, to make the system resilient.
Preventive capacity: ability of a system to anticipate disruptive events.
Absorptive capacity: degree to which a system can automatically absorb the impact of system
perturbations and minimize consequences.
Adaptive capacity: degree to which the system is capable of self-organization for recovery of
system performance levels.
Restorative capacity: the ability of a system to be quickly and easily repaired.
These capacities are represented in Figure 7. This figure has to be interpreted as that in case of
disruptive event the four capacities will be activated from Preventive to Restorative, based on the real
need.

Prevennve
Capacity

Absorpnve
Capacity
Adapnve
Capacity

Restoranve
Capacity

Figure 7. System resilience capacities that contribute to the ability of a system to prevent,
absorb, adapt to, and/or rapidly recover from a potentially disruptive event.
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1.1.3 A different numbers of resilience features:
The resilience features represent the actual infrastructure engineering functional solutions that
contribute to one or more of the system capacities. Potential resilience features are (Figure 8):
Robustness, Redundancy, Segregation, Diversity, Training, Governance, Automatic reaction,
Rerouting, Human Resources Substitution, …………………
In building and evaluating resilience the contribution made by each of these features needs to be
considered and evaluated.

Robustness
Redundancy
Segreganon
Training
Governance
……………………

Figure 8. System features that may contribute to the system resilience
It can be difficult to place a specific resilience feature into a single capacity category, and some time
they may be contradictory: resilience feature like robustness may enhance absorptive capacity and at
the same time make the system more rigid and therefore less flexible for adaptation.
1.1.4 A different numbers of resilience indicators
Resilience Indicators are quantified properties of the dimensions, capacities and features characterizing
the system subject to assessment. Evaluating the resilience indicators means to evaluate the
adoption of resilience solutions at the bottom level of the implementation used to implement
17

features, enhancing capacities, acting in the four dimensions, with the goal to build a more resilient
system (Figure 9). Resilience indicators are the basic tools for the evaluation process.
Part II of this document is mainly aimed at suggesting, respectively framed in the above-mentioned
four dimensions (technical, personal, organizational, cooperative), such solutions (indicators) able to
evaluate the system resilience level.

Figure 9. Resilience Indicators: they have to be identified for all dimensions,
capacities and features characterizing the system under evaluation.
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Altogether, the resilience components that contribute to the system resilience may be
represented as a Resilience Tree, Figure 10.

Resilience Indicators

Cooperative

Figure 10. Resilience Tree representing the resilience components that contribute to the system
resilience, quantified by application specific Resilience Indicators
19

1.1.5 Overall basic assumptions of the Model
The following statements sum up the proposed model features and point out some relations among
model entities.
Ø Resilience is a quality of the system. Being a system composed of several subsystems, the
overall system’s resilience will be achieved through assuring resilience to single subsystem,
considering higher risk priorities, as well as dependencies from other systems. The primary
difficulty often involves how to represent infrastructure dependencies.
Ø The model addresses resilience evaluation but is also applicable to resilience engineering.
Ø Resilience has four dimensions: technical (logical & physical), personal, organizational,
cooperative
Ø Resilience relies on four capacities: preventive, absorptive, adaptive, restorative
Ø Each capacity is related to specific features (e. g. robustness, redundancy, segregation, …)
Ø Resilience indicators will be different for different application sectors (energy, transport,
communications, urban systems …)
Ø Resilience indicators are both physical and logical techniques, procedures, training activities,
organizational solutions, etc. able to foster system capacities
Ø Evaluating the system resilience may be downsized to evaluate the existence of resilience
indicators, in the different features, capacities and dimensions of the system under evaluation.
Ø A software application based on the Resilience Model may be spun off the methodology.

1.2 From present to the future
The overall problem of Resilience Evaluation can be split into two sub-problems:
1.2.1 What is being evaluated
This issue is addressed by the present Guidelines basically introducing in Part II a set (to be completed)
of Resilience Indicators Cards to answer to the questions of Figure 11

WHAT IS BEING EVALUATED?
1) How many dimensions does the evaluation include?
According to this Model, the following dimensions have been selected: Technical
(Physical, Logical), Personnel, Organizational, Cooperative, but resilience dimensions
may be much more, depending from the target end-user (among others Social,
Political, Institutional, Economical, Environmental, ……..)

2) How many capacities does the evaluation include?
According to this Model, the following capacities have been selected: Predictive,
Absorptive, Reactive, Restorative, which are capacities directly descending from the
definition of resilience we have adopted.

3) What is the smallest unit of analysis?
For the different dimensions, the system subject to evaluation

20

4) Resilience Indicator(s) characterizing the unit under analysis?
Resilience features of the system subject of evaluation. An indicator is a quantified
property that not necessarily requires measurement. An example is the redundancy
of a network path, it is quantified from the topology and does not need to be
measured nor is it time-dependent (unless the topology is changed of course).

5) Is the evaluation inductive or deductive?
Both approaches are used:
(1) The ‘inductive’ approach, whereby one establishes a set of characteristics
(‘inductive’) which are judged to be relevant to resilience, and attempts to quantify
these (e.g. all the “structural” properties);
(2) The ‘deductive’ approach, where independent measurements are used, (e.g.
performance indicators)

6) Is the evaluation standardized or tailored to the context?
A standardized set of indicators will be completed by selected context-specific ones.
Thus, the generic approach can be used in any specific context. (Standard metrics are
general enough to permit comparison of different critical infrastructure, contextspecific metrics are tailored to specific infrastructures.)

Figure 11 What is being evaluated

1.2.2 Evaluation mechanism
The evaluation process assumes the usage of the Resilience Indicator cards suggested in Part II, in the
pertinent domain, in order to estimate to which extent each indicator suggestions are implemented in
the perimeter of the system under evaluation. Such issue may be addressed in various ways (qualitative,
quantitative, semi quantitative etc.) and with various degree of complexity. In addition, the problem of
correlation among various indicators exists.
This fundamental issue is not addressed by the present Guidelines. It will be addressed by another
Guidelines that will be prepared later on and that will aim at answering to the several questions
included in Figure 12.

Composing Resilience Indicators
Critical Infrastructure Resilience cannot be assessed by examining indicators
in isolation. These indicators are strongly interconnected, and a quantification
of CI resilience requires an indexed calculation, based on the weighted
importance of each indicator. Drawing these indicators together into a
meaningful composite indicator is not a simple task. The future Guidelines
aim to support this task for end users. This will help companies and
governmental bodies to understand, use and evaluate this method.
Figure 12 Composing Resilience Indicators
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The Challenge: data emanating from the four dimensions have to be correlated and a composed value
of resilience for the overall CI inferred using tailored composing algorithm account for the dependency
level between the resilience of the different dimensions and layers.
RSYSTEM = f (RTECH, RPERS, RORG, RPART)
The exact meaning of function f has to be determined at different levels of granularity (single
asset, critical infrastructure, system-of-systems). A relative weight is assigned to each factor that
contributes to the Resilience at different levels of abstraction.
Resilience in absolute terms has little value, much better is comparing values among different
engineering solutions, for example by representing the results on a radar chart. For example, we could
have radar charts based on the same indicators characterizing the same dimension but for different CIs,
see Figure 13, with each spoke representing one of the resilience indicators. The data length of a spoke
is proportional to the magnitude of the resilience indicator for the data point relative to the maximum
magnitude of the variable across all data points. Normally are assumed values in the interval 0 to 1. A
line is drawn connecting the data values for each spoke.
AREA

Figure 13 – Comparing inductive resilience indicators associated to the same resilience dimension but for
different CIs belonging to the same CI sector (e.g.: electricity, telco, water, etc.).

The resilience associated to a resilience dimension at a defined level of granularity may be estimated
by the area defined from the values on the radar chart, allowing a comparison among different charts
referring to the same dimension but for different CIs.
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PART II
Resilience Indicators
2.0 Explaining resilience indicators
As stated in Part I (sub 1.1.4), Resilience Indicators are quantified properties of the dimensions,
capacities and features characterizing the system subject to assessment. Evaluating the resilience
indicators means to evaluate the adoption of resilience solutions at the bottom level of the
implementation used to implement features, enhancing capacities, acting in the four dimensions, with
the goal to build a more resilient system. Resilience indicators are the basic tools for the evaluation
process.
In this second part of the document, Resilience Indicators are edited in cards sharing a common
template whose components are hereunder explained. Such cards are grouped in each of the four
dimensions referred in the general model (Part I). During the evaluation process, each card is applied to
the perimeter or perimeter subsystem subject to evaluation.
These Guidelines propose a Template to answer to the question “What is being evaluated?”. The
Template shall be used to define specific Resilience Indicators and is general enough to be adapted
case by case to the resilience dimension, capacity, of the sub-system / system under evaluation (see Fig.
14). In this Part II of the Guidelines are defined several examples of generic Resilience Indicators.

Resilience Indicator Name and a related code (Dimension related)
A - Description

Description of the specific Resilience Indicator of the sub-system
/ system subject to evaluation

B – Pertinent dimension(s)

To which dimension, sub-system / system, capacity it applies

C - CI Sector relevance

Relevance for the specific application sector (energy, transport,
telecommunication, health care, etc.);

D - Evaluation method(s)

Method used to quantify this specific indicator while applying it
to the sub-system / system subject to evaluation

E - Sources / References

References, if any, to authoritative sources from which card
content is derived, totally or in part.

Figure 14 – Template for Resilience Indicator Cards
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As stated in Part I, the purpose of the present document is focused on defining a significant number of
resilience indicator cards to be selected and customized for the specific application domains. How to
compose the quantified resilience indicators in a unique Resilience Index characterizing the overall CI
shall be the target of a future work group which shall produce another document facing the challenge to
define a metric according to which the end user should compose the proposed Resilience Indicator
Cards to the perimeter or subsystem considered. Such metric should be able to provide reasonable
output to appreciate resilience level evolution in a given perimeter and/or resilience level comparison
for different perimeters in the same time.
This proposed “Card-driven approach” seems to be useful for the following reasons:
a) is a “solid” and manageable representation of recommended quantification of the resilience of a
perimeter, available for analysts in charge of fostering resilience level of the CI they are in charge for;
b) is a good representation of resilience quantification in view to set up an automated database capable
of providing support to a future software application;
c) is a valuable starting point to specialize tables and database for specific type critical infrastructures.
Resilience Cards showed in this Part II have to be intended as an initial even if significant part of a
more complete “Thesaurus” to which everybody seriously interested in this area may contribute
addressing his or her proposals to the editors.

2.1 Examples of Logical and Physical resilience indicators

Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo1 - DATABASE SCANNING
Database Scanners are a specialized tool used specifically to identify
vulnerabilities in database applications. In addition to performing some
external functions like password cracking, the tools also examine the
internal configuration of the database for possible exploitable
vulnerabilities.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. Very important for CI sectors
with large DB, e.g. financial sector
Database vulnerabilities
http://samate.nist.gov/index.php/Database_Scanning_Tools.html
http://www.mcafee.com/us/products/security-scanner-fordatabases.aspx
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo2 - IDENTITY & ACCESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
An identity management access (IAM) system is a framework for business
processes that facilitates the management of electronic identities allowing
application access to authorized users. IAM technology can be used to initiate,
capture, record and manage user identities and their related access
permissions in an automated fashion. This ensures that access privileges are
granted according to one interpretation of policy and all individuals and
services are properly authenticated, authorized and audited.
Identification systems are needed by both public and private organizations. ID
systems may operate completely within a single organization (an employee
ID), span multiple organizations (across government bodies, between
businesses and their customers), or extend out to the general population.
Given the complexity of the identity verification problem, the number of
involved parties, and the number of choices in ID system designs, it isn’t
surprising that many of today’s ID systems are vulnerable.
Who has access to what systems and information in your organization? Many
organizations are unable to answer this question. It’s a major problem that
has become a priority for information security staff.
Access governance is best described as "governing who has access to what
within an organization". That's a much stronger term than "access
management", by the way, as "governance" implies that the control of access
is driven by policy as well as procedure. Access governance systems have
grown in importance over the last few years due to an increased emphasis on
regulatory compliance, a growing awareness of and sensitivity to insider
threat, and a heightened concern for overall IT security. All types of
organizations are discovering that they need much greater visibility into who
can access their key resources and how.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence, percentage of applications/processes involved.
http://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/definition/identity-accessmanagement-IAM-system
http://www.karingroup.com/eng/about/what_is_identity.pdf
http://www.fema.gov/pdf/emergency/nims/nims_cred_guidelines_report.pdf
http://www.smartcardalliance.org/publications-secure-id-systems-report/
http://www.itworld.com/article/2728958/business-intelligence/what-isaccess-governance-.html
http://oxfordcomputergroup.com/wp-content/uploads/Identity-and-AccessGovernance.pdf
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo3 - INTRUSION DETECTION OR PREVENTION SYSTEMS
Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events occurring in a
computer system or network and analysing them for signs of possible
incidents, which are violations or imminent threats of violation of computer
security policies, acceptable use policies, or standard security practices.
Intrusion prevention is the process of performing intrusion detection and
attempting to stop detected possible incidents. Intrusion detection and
prevention systems (IDPS) are primarily focused on identifying possible
incidents, logging information about them, attempting to stop them, and
reporting them to security administrators. In addition, organizations use
IDPSs for other purposes, such as identifying problems with security policies,
documenting existing threats, and deterring individuals from violating
security policies. IDPSs have become a necessary addition to the security
infrastructure of nearly every organization.
IDPS should be coupled with a complementary Vulnerability Assessment
process. This latter periodically explore existence of known vulnerability in
the computer/network system. The process is implemented with both
application resources and human skill. Consequently both an efficient IDPS
and VA program relies on advanced technology and professional skill.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Methodology soundness, review frequency
http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-94/SP800-94.pdf
http://www.sans.org/security-resources/idfaq/id_vs_ip.php
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Lo4 – PERIPHERAL PROTECTION: FIREWALLS, TUNNELLING & VPN
Description
Since a couple of decades, firewalls are and stay as the main resources for an
efficient perimeter protection. They span from the simplest “packet filtering”
still widely in use kind to more complex architectures like the “screened host”
one.
A firewall system efficiency relies basically on two pillars: a sound and needs
tailored rules set and a regular logs analysis. This latter task should be
obviously carried on by skilled people, even if with the support of specialized
software able to reduce the bulky volume of information supplied by logs.
Tunnelling is the process to design and implement a Virtual Private Network
using TCP/IP family protocols, often packed in “bundles” (as IPSec) able to
assure all necessary services: cryptography, keys negotiation, session
negotiation etc.
Even if ready to use commercial application are widely available on the
market, internal skills able to evaluate such application and accomplish an
independent choice are recommended.
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence, percentage of applications/processes involved.
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/security-vpn/ipsecnegotiation-ike-protocols/14106-how-vpn-works.html
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension (s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo5 -MALWARE: PREVENT OR QUICKLY DETECT APTs
A protection policy able to protect data against malware is a basic issue nowa-day for both public and private entities.
Malware is today a multifaceted evil with different functionalities and
different levels of potential danger. In all cases it should be detected as early
as possible and eradicated.
Is recommended that malware, in all its various manifestations, is faced with
an actual specific policy which covers all the aspects of the process: functions
definition, roles and responsibilities assignment, products selection and
usage criteria etc.
Advanced persistent threats (APTs)—sophisticated, covert attacks bent on
surreptitiously stealing valuable data from targeted and unsuspecting companies—
can inflict serious harm to your business. Their relentless, persistent intrusions
typically target key users within organizations to gain access to trade secrets,
intellectual property, state and military secrets, computer source code, and any
other valuable information available. And no one—from government agencies to
start-ups—is immune today. You can, however, take proactive and rigorous steps
to detect APTs in their early stages and implement asset-protecting remediation.
Because APTs operate covertly and are difficult to detect, months can pass with
no visible compromises to the organization quietly under attack. Moreover, single
instances may be detected while multiple others inside the same organization go
unnoticed. Comparable to combating a life-threatening disease, early detection is
vital.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Anti-malware software presence; effective APT activity.
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/products/features/apt-prevention.html
http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/white-papers/wp-combat-advanced-persistthreats.pdf
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo6 – CRIPTOGRAPHY POLICY
Due to the different use cases for encryption tools, key management solutions
have likewise developed along varied paths, reflecting their respective
origins. Many evolved from Hardware Security Managers (HSMs), some were
built from the ground up, and others are offshoots from key managers
originally developed for a single purpose, such as full disk or email
encryption. Most key managers include a common set of base features but
there are broad differences in implementation, support for different
deployment scenarios, and additional features.
Secure Key Management Solution (SKMS) is a complete solution for
cryptographic key generation, management and distribution. Protecting data
in motion has become a high priority as more organizations realize how easy
it is for attackers to pick data from the stream. With more companies facing
the real and growing threat of data theft, along with increased regulatory
pressure to protect their data, encryption of data in motion has gone from a
“nice-to-have” technology to a necessity. Encryption often gets the blame for
poor network performance because it consumes bandwidth, causes latency,
and can be time consuming to manage. On closer examination, however, the
issue is not the encryption itself, but the setup and management of the
encryption and the artificial constraints that many encryption solutions
impose on the network.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Keys length; Key management solution implemented
https://securosis.com/assets/library/reports/Understanding_and_Selecting_
a_Key_Management_Solution.final.pdf
http://www.defenceandsecurity-airbusds.com/pl_PL/secure-keymanagement-solution4
https://www.blackbox.com/resource/genpdf/White-Papers/GroupEncryption.pdf
http://blog.trendmicro.com/data-in-motion-the-other-side-of-the-cloudencryption-coin/
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo7 – BYOD: MOBILE DEVICES MANAGEMENT
Mobile devices management (MDM) is the administrative area dealing
with deploying, securing, monitoring, integrating and managing mobile
devices, such as smartphones, tablets and laptops, in the workplace. The
intent of MDM is to optimize the functionality and security of mobile
devices within the enterprise, while simultaneously protecting the
corporate network. Mobile Device Management is the ability to secure,
monitor, manage and support mobile devices – typically involving
remote distribution of applications, data and configuration settings for
all types of mobile devices such as smartphones, tablets and notebook
computers. With mobile devices and applications flooding the market,
mobile device management is growing in importance. By optimizing the
functionality of mobile devices while controlling and protecting the data
and configuration settings for all mobile devices in a network, support
costs and business security risks are lowered.
BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) is a must in almost all organizations
where personnel, visitors, supplier, customer are requested (for sake of
efficiency and business competition) to bring and connect their own
device to the corporate network. This implies procedures, technical
measures and awareness to allow business in a efficient way and avoid
security breaches.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
MDM system implementation; BYOD practice implementation.
http://searchmobilecomputing.techtarget.com/definition/mobiledevice-management
http://www.2x.com/mdm/why-mobile-device-management/
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Lo8 - SECURITY OPERATION CENTER (SOC)OR CONTINOUS MONITORING
Description
The SOC continuously controls the main components of the ICT
structure (networks, servers, applications, etc.) and the relative traffic.
The core component the SOC is an application software that, even if
delivered by a third party supplier, should be intimately known by
internal personnel who takes care of its use, updating and maintenance.
The supplier should be used as consultant, with no direct “hands on” the
software, once installed.
SOC features are monitoring and quick reaction to what could be an
abnormal behaviour of one or more components.
Pertinent
Primarily logical, subordinately personnel and organization.
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Existence of the SOC. The SOC is not existing, but planned in the next 12
method(s)
months. Compliance with criteria stated in description.
Sources /
http://www.rsaconference.com/writable/presentations/file_upload/te
References
ch-203.pdf

Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Lo9 - BACK-UP & DATA LOSS PREVENTION
Back-up is a well-known practice part of the base line of a data
protection system. It is also fed by a significant percentage of the total IT
budget.
Back-up process is typically representative of some resilience features
as Robustness, Redundancy and Segregation. A good level of automatism
be may also present in the process in case of normal system failure.
Data loss prevention (DLP) is a strategy for making sure that end users
do not send sensitive or critical information outside the corporate
network. The term is also used to describe software products that help a
network administrator control what data end users can transfer.
Technical logical
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Back-up practice and DLP implementation extent.
http://www.symantec.com/it/it/data-loss-prevention/
http://www.sans.org/reading-room/whitepapers/dlp/data-lossprevention-32883
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Ph1 –CUSTOM DESIGNED ANTI INTRUSION SYSTEM WITH USE OF HI-TECH
SENSORS
Several ready out of the box anti intrusion systems are nowadays available
Description
on the market. However, custom designed anti intrusion systems custom
tailored as a consequence of an accurate risk analysis is a better choice if
resilience improvement is the challenge.
In recent years, various kinds of sensors have been made available on the
market improving at about monthly rate in terms of performance,
miniaturisation, system integrability and price. They have a role in all the
aspects of the physical dimension: anti intrusion, surveillance, fire control,
anti-flood. Hence an accurate study of their availability, functions and
applicability in the custom tailored protection system is highly advisable
since they may play a crucial role in implementing the system resilience
level both in terms of prevention and reaction.
Pertinent
Technical physical
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
Consider if the system has been implemented or not.
method(s)
At which extent sensors have been considered, studied and applied in
the protection system design and implementation.
Sources /
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/sensors
References
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Ph2 - PERIMETER OR LOCATION SURVEILLANCE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS
Description
The latest generation of computer vision technology is revolutionizing
concepts, applications, and products in video surveillance and CCTV.
This is of prime relevance to security for large outdoor facilities such as
commercial airfields, refineries, power plants, and office/industrial
campuses. Most airfields, for example, have open (unfenced)
perimeters, high volume heterogeneous traffic, are easily accessed on
foot or by water, and exist in areas where regulations providing a safety
buffer are difficult to legislate or enforce. And all airfields require 24x7
outdoor monitoring – snow, fog, rain or shine. Likewise, most high-value
facilities appealing to criminals and terrorists are in close proximity to
public areas (roads, residences, city, etc.). The appeal of automated realtime surveillance is obvious – maximizing efficiency and effectiveness of
security personnel and resources while increasing the probability of
preventing a serious security breach. Computer vision based solutions
have the potential for very discriminating detection and very low false
alarms. The bottom line is that applied computer vision has the
potential for the greatest return on investment both short-term and
long-term.
Multi rotors and, more in general speaking, robotics despite futuristic
the view may seem, are the new frontier also in terms of enforcing early
identification of attacks. Coupled with hi-tech sensors and devices they
can make services with an unrivalled degree of precision and continuity.
A basic use of multi rotors is coupling them with a video camera (day
and night, infrared in case) to lunch them in pre-programmed flight for
routine or occasional inspections. First Person View (FPW) technique
allows the SCC see in real time what the camera sees.
Pertinent
Technical physical, subordinately personnel
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
Use of advanced computer vision technology, investigation for shortmethod(s)
term use of multi-rotors and robotic technology.
Sources/Refe http://www.sitepitalia.it/products/security/surveillance-andrences
perimeter-monitoring-system
http://www.objectvideo.com/rad-services/publications.html
http://www.lawofficer.com/article/technology-andcommunications/eyes-sky
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?reload=true&arnumbe
r=6617409
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Ph3 - EXISTENCE OF A REACTIVE EMERGENCY PERIPHERICAL FRAME
Description
A peripheral uninterrupted anti intrusion fence is a basic measure for
all sensitive sites. It may be realized combining various technologies:
steel, infrared, acoustic sensors, motion detection devices etc.
A critical site, however, should have a kind of “second level” protective
perimeter that is “turned on” when signals hit the SCC that the intruder
succeeded in violating the first security perimeter. Such a second level
protective perimeter may be with rising physical hardware protection
(emerging fences) or activating acoustic and/or light beams deterring
devices that can trouble the emotional stability of the intruder. The
scope of this second level protection is to give enough time to the allow
the armed patrols take control.
Such measure may seem somehow excessive but the recent examples
of terrorism have moved far away the limit of the “excessive”
adjective.
Pertinent
Primarily technical physical, subordinately personnel.
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
Existence of the “second level” fence. If not existing, planned in the
method(s)
next 12 months. Compliance with criteria stated in description.
Sources /
http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/physical-security-managingReferences
intruder/
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Ph4 - EXISTENCE OF A SECURITY OPERATION CENTER (SOC) OR PHYSICAL
SECURITY INTEGRATION MANAGEMENT (PSIM)
Description
The SOC controls all the peripheral devices pertaining to the four
physical countermeasures categories: anti-intrusion (peripheral
measures), surveillance: (CCTV systems, human beats, etc.), fire
prevention and extinction, anti flooding.
The core component the SOC is the application software that, even if
delivered by a third party supplier, should be intimately known by
internal personnel who takes care of its use, updating and
maintenance. The supplier should be used as consultant, with no direct
“hands on” the software, once installed.
The SOC should be based on IP connection of the peripheral devices.
Any proprietary non standard protocol should be avoided.
SCC features not to miss are hence IP management capability, open
code, easy to maintain, modify and upgrade, a reasonable degree of
redundancy of critical components.
The SOC should be also able to connect and handle the various hi-tech
sensors available on the rapidly growing sensors market. Such sensors,
as proximity sensors, thermal sensors, etc. are usually mounted as an
empowering complement of traditional standard devices but often
used as themselves.
PSIM (Physical Security Information Management) are the natural
evolution of SOC and represent the integration of physical security
subsystems with information security aimed to increase the situation
awareness.
Pertinent
Primarily logical and physical, subordinately personnel and
Dimension(s)
organization.
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
relevance
Evaluation
Existence of the SOC. The SOC is not existing, but planned in the next
method(s)
12 months. Compliance with criteria stated in description.
Sources /
http://www.buildings.com/article-details/articleid/12405/title/howReferences
to-design-a-security-control-center.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_security_information_manage
ment
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2.2 Examples of Personal resilience indicators
Pe1 – EMPLOYEES ARE TRAINED AND MADE AWARE OF RESILIENCE
REQUIREMENTS
Description
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
methods
Sources /
References

Employees receive standard training and, further to that, are introduced
to the basic concepts of resilience.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a significant
role in this evaluation
Presence/absence
M. Mullen “On Total Force Fitness in War and Peace” – MILITARY
MEDECINE, 175, 8:1, 2010
Carlin Leslie, Air Force Public Affairs Agency OL-P “Comprehensive Airman
Fitness: A Lifestyle and Culture”, August 19, 2014.

Pe2 – SPECIFIC RESILIENCE CAPACITIES AND FEATURES CONCEPTS DURING SAFETY
AND HEALTH TRAINING THAT WILL INVOLVE ALL THE CI PERSONNEL
Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Safety and health training occasions are used to deliver also resilienceoriented training. Where applicable, this training involves all the
resources, even those not specifically devoted to crisis and emergency
management.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a significant
role in this evaluation
Number of hours of specific resilience training
Regina A. Shih, Sarah O. Meadows, Margret T. Martin “Medical Fitness and
Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2013
Sean Robson “Psychological Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR
FORCE Series on Resilience,2014.
Sean Robson, Nicholas Salcedo “Behavioural Fitness and Resilience” RAND
Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2014.
Sean Robson “Physical Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE
Series on Resilience,2014.
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Pe3 – SPECIFIC RESILIENCE CAPACITIES AND FEATURES CONCEPTS DURING
TECHNICAL AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
Description

This training activities are tailored to serve the specific resilience needs of
technicians and professionals.
Personal and organizational

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Number of hours of specific resilience training
methods
Sources /
Carlin Leslie, Air Force Public Affairs Agency OL-P “Comprehensive Airman
References
Fitness: A Lifestyle and Culture”, August 19, 2014.

Pe4- PERSONAL RESILIENCE ASSESSMENT FOR ALL THE CI PERSONNEL
Description
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Evaluation of the personal resilience of the personnel.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a significant
role in this evaluation
Summary results of tests (used in psychology and/or custom made)
applied to personnel and their distribution among personnel categories
Sean Robson “Psychological Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR
FORCE Series on Resilience,2014.
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Pe5- PERSONAL RESILIENCE ASSESSMENT FOR LEADERS, MANAGERS, EMERGENCY
AND SECURITY PERSONNEL
Description
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Same as Pe4, but here the assessment is more tailored to the specific role.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Summary results of tests (used in psychology and/or custom made)
applied
M. Mullen “On Total Force Fitness in War and Peace” – MILITARY
MEDECINE, 175, 8:1, 2010
Carlin Leslie, Air Force Public Affairs Agency OL-P “Comprehensive Airman
Fitness: A Lifestyle and Culture”, August 19, 2014.

Pe6 – PERSONAL RESILIENCE CAPACITIES ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMS FOR THE CI
PERSONNEL
Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Programs aimed at enhancing the general personal resilience of CI
personnel, in terms of improvement of the ability to cope with stressors,
improvement of proactive capabilities and increase in the sense of
calling/mission.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a significant
role in this evaluation
Internal documentation on the implementation of the program, results on
the checklists over the time.
Juliana McGene “Social Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE
Series on Resilience,2013.
Douglas Yeung, Margret T. Martin “Spiritual Fitness and Resilience”, RAND
Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2013
Sean Robson, Nicholas Salcedo “Behavioural Fitness and Resilience” RAND
Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2014.
Sean Robson “Physical Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE
Series on Resilience,2014.
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Pe7- PERSONAL RESILIENCE CAPACITIES ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMS FOR
MANAGERS, EMERGENCY TEAMS
Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Specific programs aimed to improve the personal resilience of managers,
and emergency teams.
Improvement of the ability to cope with stressors, of proactive
capabilities and increase the sense of calling/mission.,
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Internal documentation on the implementation of the program, results on
the checklists over the time
Carlin Leslie, Air Force Public Affairs Agency OL-P “Comprehensive Airman
Fitness: A Lifestyle and Culture”, August 19, 2014.
Sean Robson, Nicholas Salcedo “Behavioural Fitness and Resilience” RAND
Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2014.

Pe8 – ADOPTION OF SPECIFIC PROGRAMS FOR FOSTERING COOPERATION AND
RESILIENCE AMONG TEAM COMPONENTS
Description
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

This program aims at building, stabilizing and maintaining a network of
contacts among the team components, in order to increase the social fitness of
the team, and to create a shared vision of resilience.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Internal documentation on the implementation of the program, results on
the checklists over the time
Juliana McGene “Social Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE
Series on Resilience,2013.
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Pe9- ADOPTION OF A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM FOR THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY
OF CI PERSONNEL
Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

A comprehensive program for the entire community of CI personnel will
coordinate the efforts in specific sectors (teams, technical, emergency,
etc.) and will include the families in order to understand and support the
duties of CI personnel.
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a significant
role in this evaluation
Internal documentation on the implementation of the program, results on
the checklists over the time
Douglas Yeung, Margret T. Martin “Spiritual Fitness and Resilience”, RAND
Project AIR FORCE Series on Resilience,2013.
Nicole Maestas, Sarah Gaillot “An Outcome Evaluation of the Success for
Kids Program”, RAND Corporation, 2010, pg. 3.
Juliana McGene “Social Fitness and Resilience” RAND Project AIR FORCE
Series on Resilience,2013.

Pe10- INCLUSION OF RESILIENCE ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING IN HR DEPARTMENT
Description
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Resilience assessment and training must be included in HR objectives
Personal and organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts. HR should have a
significant role in this evaluation
Absence/ presence
M. Mullen “On Total Force Fitness in War and Peace” – MILITARY
MEDECINE, 175, 8:1, 2010
Carlin Leslie, Air Force Public Affairs Agency OL-P “Comprehensive Airman
Fitness: A Lifestyle and Culture”, August 19, 2014.
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2.3 Examples of Organisational resilience indicators

Description

Or1 – ORGANIZATION’S RESILIENCE POSTURE
Enterprise resilience is the ability and capacity to withstand systemic
discontinuities and adapt to new risk environments. A resilient
organization effectively aligns its strategy, operations, management
systems, governance structure, and decision-support capabilities so that it
can uncover and adjust to continually changing risks, endure disruptions
to its primary earnings drivers, and create advantages over less adaptive
competitors.
A resilient organization establishes transparency and puts in place
controls for CEOs and boards to address risks across the extended
enterprise. It can withstand improper or fraudulent employee behaviour,
IT infrastructure failures, disruptions of interdependent supply chains or
customer channels, intellectual property theft, adverse economic
conditions across markets, and the myriad other discontinuities
companies face today.
One particularly noteworthy trend is the creation of a Chief Resilience Officer
(CRO) designation at various government agencies, corporations, and cities.
With the practice of resilience increasingly becoming recognized as a multifaceted concept encompassing a myriad of factors that enable government
agencies, corporations and municipalities to withstand acute crises and
disruptions while maintaining business continuity functions, these
organizations are increasingly establishing the formal position of Chief
Resilience Officer (CRO) to manage their resilience-related programs and
activities. One of the first to implement this concept was the UK Government,
which established the position of Head of the Resilience Direct Team at the
Cabinet Office in 2004.

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence
http://www.strategy-business.com/article/8375?pg=all
http://resilient.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ResilienceMeasurement-Required-January2015.pdf
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Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Or2 - Organization’s resilience Management System
A resilience management system in Critical Infrastructures, enables an
organization, to establish the context, define, plan, implement, operate,
check, review, and improve its resilience.
It helps an organization to design a balanced system to reduce the
likelihood and minimize the consequences of disruptive events. It
provides a framework for businesses to assess the risks of disruptive
events, develop a proactive strategy for prevention, response and
recovery, establish performance criteria, and evaluate opportunities for
improvement.
It empowers the organization to implement an organizational resilience
management system appropriate to its needs and those of its stakeholders.
It supports any organization wishing to enhance its resilience and
preparedness.
Organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
https://www.asisonline.org/News/Press-Room/PressReleases/2010/Pages/OrganizationalResilienceANSIStandard.aspx
http://catalogo.uni.com/pdr/pub/uni_pdr_6_2014.pdf
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Or3 – Governance Framework – Stakeholders Analysis
Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Stakeholder analysis is a process of systematically gathering and analysing
qualitative information to determine the interests that should be taken into
account when developing and/or implementing a policy or program. It
involves the gathering of Stakeholders' needs in order to contribute to
identify the overall resilience objectives. This is a relevant step to determine
the resilience program of critical infrastructures also beyond business
interest objectives; for example, when involving essential services to citizens
and other national level interests (i.e. political and economic stability, etc.).
Stakeholders' needs support also the definition of the organization intent and
objectives, thus contributing to identify also the resiliency posture.
Organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence & maturity level of adoption by the Organization
http://transformed.businesscatalyst.com/media/articles/stakeholder_analys
is.html
http://www.eestum.eu/voorbeelden/Stakeholders_analysis_guidelines.pdf

Or4 – Governance Framework - Competency Model for Resilience
Description
Provides the set of competencies to properly perform organization’s
resilience. A competency model is a collection of competencies that
support successful performance in specific work settings. Competency
models are the foundation for important human resource functions such
as recruitment and hiring, training and development, and performance
management. Competency models can be developed for specific jobs, job
groups, or particular functions to enable organization’s resilience.
Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Organizational
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
http://www.careeronestop.org/competencymodel/userguide_competenc
y.aspx
http://hr.od.nih.gov/workingatnih/competencies/default.htm
http://www.nfpa.org/codes-and-standards/document-informationpages?mode=code&code=472
https://training.gov.au/TrainingComponentFiles/CPP07/CPPSEC1005A_
R1.pdf
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Or5 – Governance Framework - Role and responsibilities definition for
Resilience
Description
Provides the organizational model to enable the resilience coordination,
command and control within organizations such as the roles and
responsibilities identified by institutions and other business or
governmental entities to face disruptive events. For example roles and
responsibilities of
personnel responsible for performing risk
management process, prevent security incidents, respond to the
emergencies or managing crisis procedures are to be identified and
explained.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
http://www.cosla.gov.uk/system/files/private/cw130219item12annex.
References
pdf
https://www.hsdl.org/?view&did=733614
http://www.cio.ca.gov/ois/government/documents/pdf/iso_roles_resp
on_guide.pdf
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Or6 – Governance Framework – Strategy and the General Resilience
Policy
Description
Provide management direction and support for resilience in accordance
with business objectives and stakeholders’ needs
Strategy sets out the overall direction of the effort: policies define
requirements and rules of the organization (or a whole nation) to reach
specific objectives. The resiliency policy is a document that states in
writing how the organization plans to protect critical assets and manage
incidents if they occur. A resiliency policy should be considered to be a
"living document", meaning that the document is never finished, but is
continuously updated.
The policy should set the objectives and establishes direction and
principles for resilience according to business objectives and
stakeholders’ needs. It may contain the management commitment to
pursue the adequate level of resilience, the roles and responsibilities
allocated, the risk management process to be adopted, an explanation of
how security measures should be implemented, directions to manage
critical business process (such as the procurement process), identify the
specific emergency procedures that should be envisaged, the process for
evaluating the effectiveness of the resiliency measure implemented and
the related correction process.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
http://www.tisn.gov.au/Documents/Australian+Government+s+Critical
References
+Infrastructure+Resilience+Strategy.pdf
http://www.iscramlive.org/ISCRAM2014/papers/p56.pdf
http://www.resorgs.org.nz/Content/what-is-organisationalresilience.html
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Or7 – Governance Framework - Resource allocation for Resilience
Description
Resilience is not a zero-cost process: a specific allocation of investment is
needed. The effectiveness of such investment should be suitably evaluated
through a Return on Resiliency Investment index. The investments are to
be intended for any tangible (human resources, technical infrastructure
and equipment) and intangible (culture, knowledge) asset deemed
necessary. The Chief Financial Officer of the organization should be
involved in the decision regarding the implementation of the Resilience
program and his evolutions.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/cert/other-work/introductionReferences
to-return-on-security-investment
http://www.isaca.org/Journal/Blog/Lists/Posts/Post.aspx?ID=263
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Or8 – Governance Framework – Critical Assets Procurement Strategy
Description
A safe and sound procurement “Resiliency Aware” strategy should be
put in place in order to manage critical assets procurement
In order to obtain adequate guarantees of continuity and quality service
from a critical infrastructure it’s necessary to reduce to an acceptable
level the risks of discontinuity of supplies. Furthermore, due to the wellknown interdependence between critical infrastructures, the output of a
critical infrastructure may constitute a strategic supply for another
critical infrastructure.
In order to provide resiliency, a continuous monitoring of suppliers is
required, taking into account the globalization of markets and their
dependence on strategic economic and geopolitical factors.
In the case of special supplies which are the result of complex chains of
sub suppliers of products and/or services specific action are required to
get an “end to end” control of the whole supply chain.
Managing risks in the supply chain requires an understanding of the
organization's environment as well as the context of the global
environment of the entire supply chain. Each node of the organization's
supply chain involves a set of risks and management processes of plan,
source, make, deliver and return. All of these management processes
should be included in an organization's overall resilience policy. With
this understanding, an organization will define to which level or tier in
their supply chain to include their resilience program.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
https://www.asisonline.org/News/Press-Room/PressReferences
Releases/2011/Pages/ISO28002StandardforResilienceinthe.aspx
http://www.apics.org/sites/apics-supply-chaincouncil/frameworks/scor
https://www.economia.uniroma2.it/Public/files/eprocurement/file/CA
RROZZI%20LUIGI-MPM%20Tesina-Def.pdf
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/webinars/view_webinar.cfm?webinarid=4274
86&gawebinar=lessonsinexternaldependencyandsupplychainriskmanag
ement
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Or9 – Organization’s Knowledge Management – Risk Management and
Emerging threat analysis
Description
The identification of the critical business assets and the major threats
that may occur on those assets, the estimation of the probability that
those threats could occur and the evaluation of their impact
(consequences on organization’s capability to perform business
activities) are cornerstones activities to design a safe and sound
organization’s protection system.
In mission critical contexts is strongly recommended to consider not
only the traditional, well known threats, but also to explore the possible
events and conditions (internal and external to the organization) that
may engender unexpected negative consequences never considered
before on the organization.
Furthermore, considerations on the
emerging threats scenario and the consequent updates of threat
catalogue potentially affecting the organization, should always be taken
into account.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/risk-management/evolvingReferences
threat-environment/enisa-threat-landscape/enisa-threat-landscape2014
http://research.create.usc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1062&conte
xt=current_synopses
http://www.ferma.eu/risk-management/standards/iso-standard/
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Or10 – Organization’s Knowledge Management - Bow Tie Analysis
Description
It provides the adoption of structured process to prevent incidents and in
case incidents occur, to properly manage the containment and the restoration
phase.
The Bowtie method is a risk evaluation method that can be used to analyse
and demonstrate causal relationships in high risk scenarios. The method
takes its name from the shape of the diagram that you create, which looks like
a men’s bowtie. A Bowtie diagram does two things. First of all, a Bowtie gives
a visual summary of all plausible accident scenarios that could exist around a
certain Hazard. Second, by identifying control measures the Bowtie displays
what a company does to control those scenarios. The benefits of using bowtie diagrams for risk management have been realized by organizations worldwide across a variety of business sectors. Also known as barrier diagrams,
they provide a readily understandable visualization of the relationships
between the causes of business upsets, the escalation of such events to a
range of possible outcomes, the controls preventing the event from occurring
and the preparedness measures in place to limit the impacts.
More importantly, the preventive and mitigating measures are linked to tasks,
procedures, accountable individuals and the necessary competencies. This
makes the organization aware of the crucial connection between risk controls
and the management system for assuring their ongoing effectiveness
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bow-tie-methodology-inReferences
the-military-aviation-authority
http://www.caas.gov.sg/caasWeb2010/export/sites/caas/en/Regulations/S
afety/Air_Traffic_Services_Information_Circulars/Air_Traffic_Services_Inform
ation_Circulars/ATSIC_03-2009_Bowtie.pdf
http://www.caa.co.uk/default.aspx?catid=2786&pagetype=90
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Or11 - Organization’s Knowledge Management - Root Cause Analysis
Description
Root cause analysis is an approach for identifying the underlying causes of
why an incident occurred so that the most effective solutions can be
identified and implemented. It's typically used when an incident occurs,
but it can also be used to prevent adverse situations. Within an
organization, problem solving, incident investigation and root cause
analysis are all fundamentally connected by three basic questions: What's
the problem? Why did it happen? And what will be done to prevent it?
In the "Cause Mapping method", the word "root", in root cause analysis
refers to the causes that are under the surface. Frequently the term "root
cause" is used to identify the one, main cause. But focusing the attention on
a single main cause this can limit the solutions. The Map of the causes is an
instrument that provides a simple visual explanation of all the causes that
were required to produce the incident. So the root may be detected in a
"system of causes" that suggests the different options for solutions.
Pertinent
Organizational
Dimension(s)
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
Presence & Maturity level of Adoption by the Organization
method(s)
Sources /
http://www.nmenv.state.nm.us/aqb/Proposed_Regs/Part_7_Excess_Emissi
References
ons/NMED_Exhibit_18-Root_Cause_Analysis_for_Beginners.pdf
http://www.thinkreliability.com/Root-Cause-Analysis-CM-Basics.aspx
http://asq.org/learn-about-quality/cause-analysistools/overview/overview.html
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2.4 Examples of Cooperative resilience indicators

Description

Pertinent
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
Relevance
Evaluation
method(s)
Sources /
References

Co1 –RELATIONSHIP WITH EXTERNAL BUSINESS PARTNERS
A partnership is an agreement between two or more entities that need
to work together to accomplish a goal in a trusted environment
providing them
mutually beneficial relationship. This means a
partnership is on voluntarily basis, built on trust, and based on mutual
benefits.
Relationships with external actors impact every aspect of business
operations. Cooperation may occur as individual one-to-one
partnerships or it may involve multiple parties such as in external
alliances, suppliers’ customers’ relationships. A potential CI
operator/manager must therefore take a structured approach to set
reliable partnership able to complement and enhance existing business
activities.
Cooperative
To be estimated by the sector-specific experts
Existence of formal cooperation protocols
http://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en-GB/bs-11000/resources/BSIBS-11000-implementation-guide-UK-EN.pdf

Co2 – NEED TO GUARANTEE QUILITY IN PROVIDED SERVICES
Description
Dependency from external actors for the productions of goods or
provision of services may strongly affect resilience performance of a
potential CI operator/manager. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) are
formalized way to guarantee the reliability of the input to the productive
process. They imply an indirect commitment of the external actors to
improve their resilience in order to not have cascading effects on their
clients. The punishment of not respecting the SLA is an additional cost in
terms of reimbursement to clients affected by the loss of service under
the agreed threshold.
Pertinent
Cooperative
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Relevance
Evaluation
Existence of SLAs
method(s)
Sources /
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/documents/publications/undated_pubs/1001
References
002-guide_to_telecomms_resilience_v4.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/login.jsp?tp=&arnumber=5339893&url=
http%3A%2F%2Fieeexplore.ieee.org%2Fxpls%2Fabs_all.jsp%3Farnum
ber%3D5339893
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Co3 –ASSESSMENT OF ECONOMIC LOSSES IN CASE OF SUPPLIERS’ FAILURES ON
REGULAR BASIS
Description
Achievement and maintenance of a good level of resilience of a CI
operator/manager implies investments on the technical, personnel,
organizational aspects. A decision maker within a CI operator/manager
has two main options: do a continuous economic effort to maintain of
resilience or pay for the consequence of a failure in terms of recovery
costs.
An assessment of economic losses in case of suppliers’ failures on
regular basis may be beneficial for the resilience goals of the CI
operator/manager. If the assessment results in a situation affecting the
performance and reputation of the CI operator/manager the decision
maker can to invest more in its resilience or push to have, for example, a
SLA with external actors.
Pertinent
Cooperative
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Relevance
Evaluation
Existence of an approach within the organization to assess the economic
methods
impact of third parties failures and to mitigate their effects
Sources /
http://www.continuitycentral.com/SLAsBCM.pdf
References
http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/NIAC-CISR-RDPlan-Report-508.pdf
Co4 – PARTICIPATION TO NATIONAL / INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE
INITIATIVES AIMED AT STRENGTHENING RESILIENCE OF SUPPLY CHAIN / SECTOR
RESILIENCE
Description
Resilience is an issue directly affecting CI operators/managers but also a
societal issue. The weakest link approach applies in the domain of CI
resilience. Public effects, economic losses and casualties may be result of
the failure of a specific CI operator/manager. For this reason, several
initiatives to push cooperative approaches for resilience have been
established at national and international level. Sectoral round tables,
public private partnerships are examples of cooperative approaches that
CI operators/managers may follow to better understand the resilience
framework in which they are acting. Presence of public actors may
guarantee from any excessive business-oriented distortion in favour of
the resilience of services having also public utility.
Pertinent
Cooperative
Dimension(s)
CI Sector
To be estimated by the sector specific experts
Relevance
Evaluation
Regular participation with attendance or active contribution to
method(s)
structured national or international level
Sources /
http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/NIAC-CISR-RDReferences
Plan-Report-508.pdf
https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP/publicprivate-partnership/european-public-private-partnership-forresilience-ep3r/ep3r-2009-2013
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2.5 Validation Process for the Resilience Indicators
Resilience Indicators need to be validated for each specific sector or system of application by
working together with Sector or System Experts. To this purpose, customization is essential to
make the proposed methodology for engineering and evaluating resilience usable for CI
operators and owners. Referring to Figure 14 of Part I, this activity is necessary to quantify the
magnitude of each resilience indicator.
Today large organizations, such as most of the CI operators and owners, have a so called “silos”
structures affected by the functions/roles assigned by the organisation charts. This makes the process of
resilience indicators validation still more difficult because of the necessity to interact with different key
figures into the organization.
Here below is a suggestion about a potential approach towards the CI operators and owners: a matrix
defining what to ask to the possible different key figures inside the organization. The rationale is to ask
to quantify the magnitude of each resilience indicators to the key role in charge, respectively, of the
logical, physical, personal, organisational and cooperative aspects,
KEY ROLES IN THE ORGANISATION
RESILIENCE
INDICATORS

Chief
Executive
Officer

Chief
Information
Officer

Chief
Security
Officer

CEO

CIO

CSO

Chief
Information
and Security
Officer
CISO

Human
Resources
Director

Security
Liason
Officer

Business
continuity
manager

Supply chain
manager

Other

HR Director

SLO

BCM

SCM

….

Lo01
Lo02
Lo03
….
Ph01
Ph02
Ph03
….
Pe01
Pe02
Pe03
…..
Or01
Or02
Or03
…
Co01
Co02
Co03
…

Figure 15: The general matrix with resilience indicators by row and possible key role in the organisation by column
that should be customized for each specific CI operator/owner.
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PART III
Contributes to Understanding Resilience concept

3.0 Foreword
Part I and II of this document cover the main content presenting a model of the resilience concept
and an example set of Resilience Indicators Cards that could be used in a resilience level
evaluation process. In practical applications, all the resilience indicators have to be customized
for the specific application sectors or systems.
During the work group activity that delivered the above mentioned content, additional related
documents have been produced by contributors. The editors believe that such documents may be
helpful to further analyse in-depth the resilience concept and also to understand the path that led
contributors while drawing up Indicators Cards.

3.1 Logical and Physical Resilience
3.1.1Resilience and logical countermeasures

3.1.1.1Generalities

Strong logical security measures may contribute a lot to IC resilience level, due to the wellknown dependence from data of all processes, both technical and administrative. Key
features to be taken into account are redundancy, task separation and advanced
technologies.
The following considerations and related Resilience Indicator cards in Part II of the
document do not cover logical security "good practice", taken for granted, but rather
advanced measures able to foster the prevention of attacks, accordingly with the definition
of the "resilience" concept defined in the introduction of the document.
3.1.1.2 Identity management and access control

Identity management and access control is a control area gaining more and more relevance
day after day. Internet, remote and mobile activity, cloud processing have added a lot of
interest and challenge on both side of the medal (the attackers and the defenders).
A wide choice of software applications is available to facilitate identity verification and
credentials assignment and usage. Nevertheless, should be kept in mind that in no other area
of data protection the "human factor" plays such a relevant role. Which way the users keeps
secret his personal credentials, the entire chapter of the so called "social engineering" (not
to be considered matter for fancy novels only but actually a serious risk generally
unreported due to the understandable shame of the "sinner"), loss of mobile devices,
unremoved ex-employees and consultants accounts are just a few of the risks related to the
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"human factor". Training and promotion of the importance of the personnel participation to
the "protection system" are recommended remedies to such flaws.
On a more technical side, artificial intelligence and pattern recognition algorithms
controlling user behaviour and emerging deviations should be considered. Such techniques
should be implemented at an abstraction level compliant with laws and regulations
regarding individual privacy.
About credentials, today is no more considered acceptable just the use of an "id" and a
password. An additional "token" is required (something that the user "has", in addition to
the password that the user "knows") and, for the more critical applications, a digital
signature. Related this last matter, an adequate digital signature framework should be made
available.
3.1.1.3 Cryptography

Cryptography is a historical approach to keep information secret. But only in the last fifty
years this discipline has been supported by a mathematical frame and has been
operationally coupled with computers utilisation. File protection (in terms of making them
not understandable, not of avoiding access to them) and digital signature (say strong
authentication) are the two main applications area. Proper cryptographic standard algorithm
and enough robust keys should be adopted.
It is generally accepted that cryptography is an effective way to protect data secrecy and
integrity. However, its usage is not so general how it should be for some reasons. The first
is that it charges with some additional duties the user. The second is that it adds some
overload to hosts CPUs. The third that its management requires a company internal
framework, especially as far as digital certificates and keys management are concerned. But
this is part of the overall protection and resilience cost.
3.1.1.4 Protection in-Depth

Protection in Depth is a bundle of software tools, actions and mentalities that cooperate all
together to face the daily ever evolving and creative attacks of hackers. Since hackers are no
smarter and talented teen agers but are now national or international, if not governmental,
structures professionally aimed at cyber war and industrial espionage, is consequential the
establishment of a defensive company internal team dedicate to such attacks protection and
prevention. Typical software devices used in this area are the following:
- Intrusion detection systems, that monitor the network traffic, pointing out anomalies and
attack early signs;
- Network Control systems, more specifically oriented at controlling the "cleanness" of the
client willing to access the corporate network;
- Data Loss Prevention Systems: specifically oriented at monitoring the legitimacy of files
transferred in and out the company;
- Vulnerability assessment system, able to individuate eventual vulnerabilities of different
kinds in the corporate network (access flaws, dangerous software, software known
vulnerabilities, un-patched software etc.).
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- Penetration testing systems: simulate real life attacks, with both white or black box
modality.
3.1.1.5 Firewall

Despite the availability of several multifunctional devices, a "pure" firewall remains a basic
component of a corporate network. Different architectural type of firewalls is available on
the market and the recent trend offers multifunctional devices under the acronyms of UTM
(Unified Threat Management) and NGFW (Next Generation Firewalls). Our suggestion is
to consider and install a firewall for its "native" function, which is to supply a peripheral
defence concentrate in one single network point and able to control inbound traffic at
different OSI stack level. Other functionality as vulnerability assessment and other should
be implemented with other specific devices. As far as firewalls usage is concerned, critical
are firewall policy (rules) definition and implementation and log files regular human
inspection. Firewall are almost useless for outbound suspicious traffic that should be
controlled on the basis of different measures as a legal application software policy, client
usage policy, a systematically planned vulnerability scanning activity.
3.1.1.6 Tunnelling and VPN

Virtual Private Networks are, as well known, virtual "private" channels implemented on
Internet by means of a "tunnelling technique" that IP protocol supports. This solution is
inexpensive and is widely in use to connect mobile users with the corporate network. Even
if VPN solutions are in general independent of cryptography, this is a must if connection
secrecy is required. Out of the box ready solution are available but custom designed
solutions assure better control and flaws avoidance, provided that a good knowledge of this
delicate matter is available.
3.1.1.7 Backups

Back-up practice and systems are old as legacy computers are. Resilience oriented
solutions, however, require some special (and more expensive) design features. System
redundancy is the key factor, along with geographical redundant components separation.
Data back-up should occur in real time and automatic system switching in case of main
system failure should be assured. Cloud solutions should be avoided.
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3.1.2 Resilience and physical countermeasures
3.1.2.1 – Generalities

Since ever system security countermeasures have been distinguished as logical, physical and
organisational. Even if nowadays it is widely shared the concept which states that the
protection system efficiency is heavily based on countermeasures integration and their “wise
synergy”, such a distinction is die-hard primarily for significant differences both in
technologies and suppliers. Hence such a distinction is maintained in the present document:
resilience implications regarding logical countermeasures have been discussed in chapter 1.1,
regarding physical ones in the present and organisational ones in section 3.
Physical countermeasures may be generally categorized as follows:
- Anti-intrusion (barriers, locks, fencing, sensors etc.)
- Surveillance: (CCTV systems, human beats, etc.)
- Fire prevention and extinction
- Anti-flooding measures.
Each of above mentioned countermeasures category will be discussed here following.
3.1.2.2 – Intrusion countermeasures

The first and most relevant suggestion that may be recommended in as a system resilience
catalytic view is the adoption of a well-designed Security Control Centre (SCC).
It is a widely adopted practice in large organisations to integrate logical countermeasures
management in Security Operation Centres (SOC). It is strongly suggested to use the same
approach as far as physical measures are concerned.
A SCC controls, of course, all of the four physical countermeasures categories stated above.
Since today mostly of the peripheral devices and sensors used in setting up a physical
protection system are IP native, it is intuitive to imagine how easily such items status changes
may be transmitted to the SCC Control Unit. As usually happens, the SCC smartness resides in
the software application.
In considering both ready out of the box or custom made SCC, the following are the features
not to miss:
- IP management capability
- Open code, easy to maintain, modify and upgrade
- A reasonable degree of redundancy of critical components
An efficient SCC is a major contributor to both the robustness and the reaction promptness
of the system. An out of services device (a robustness minus) is promptly recognized. If a fence
is under attack, it may be “armed” with an electrical shock field or a second level barrier may
be activated (reaction promptness). In the physical world the attack propagation speediness is
of some orders slower than in the cyber-world. Consequently, an automatic attack reaction is
easier to plan and implement.
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Moving now to the peripheral devices that implement the physical system protection and
transmit signals to the SCC, as well known they rely on different and various technologies and
devices. We mention the most in use:
Optoelectronic,
Radio frequency (microwave),
Active Infrared (AIR),
Triboelectric cable,
Microphonic cable (roof and walls penetration),
Contact sensors,
Proximity sensors,
Seismic sensors.
The main scope of a combination of such devices/technologies is to sense timely any attempt to
violate in any way (climbing, cutting, damaging etc.) the peripheral fence of an area. In other
words, the scope is to avoid any non-authorized entrance not only of humans but also of any
kind of mobile device (potentially dangerous, for example, a multirotor with an explosive load
on board). A major way to achieve such kind of control is to detect any movement regarding
the protective fence and its immediate premises.
By an operational point of view should be said that around the world exists hundreds of wellknown companies offering to the market ready out the box components and systems, relying
and integrating technologies above said. Such solutions, which may include also attractive
SCC, cannot compete, in terms of efficiency and needs satisfaction, with a custom project
tailored on the customer specific needs designed by a specialized engineer, after an accurate
analysis of the scenario an of existing risks, keeping the resilience level improvement target in
mind.
It is out of the scope of the document an analysis even approximate of the above mentioned
techniques and devices. Additional considerations are:
- peripheral devices should be secured into ant tampering and waterproof housing
-signals link should be properly protected against physical attacks and both accidental and
intentional radio interferences
A further area of rapidly evolving technicality regards the lock devices area. Beside electronic
locks, a wide array of sensors-driven locks, day after day more reliable and less expensive are
available on the market.
A final not popular consideration concerning anti-intrusion is personal inspection. This what
usually what happens in airports, with general unhappiness but, unfortunately, is not difficult to
foresee will be a practice more and more common in future. Not invasive but efficient devices
should be taken into account for a serious anti-intrusion policy. In case of doubt, personal
inspection should not be excluded a priori.
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3.1.2.3- Video Analytics and surveillance

Video cameras have terrifically improved their technical capabilities in the recent years,
becoming less and less expensive. They can see in daylight and in a very low lighting in the
night, and may also be infrared sensitive. Video cameras may be easily connected to and
managed by a SCC. Motion detection is now much more efficient and less prone to false
positives. Video cameras may now fly on board of a multirotor at the cost of a few thousands
Euros. Multirotor may fly during day and night in FPV (First Person View) – this means that
the pilot in the SCC sees on a monitor what the on board camera sees – and may fly
autonomously following a pre-programmed route and show automatic home landing in case of
problems. If not an alternative, they may be a big help in addition to human based surveillance.
A recent growing up use of video camera is for intelligent detection and abandoned items. This
functionality requires dynamic lenses setting and a specific reliable software. Intelligent use of
this technique in critical areas may significantly contribute to the resilience challenge.
3.1.2.4 - Fire prevention and extinction

This is an area that shows no exciting novelties since ten years on. Fire (smoke) detection
devices remain a basic must, but organisational practice and logistic optimisation have to be
seriously considered. Fire prevention matter may be devised in three main steps.
1) It is basic that smoke detectors will individuate fire, but is even more essential avoid that
fire occurs
2) Smoke detectors should be based on a quick reaction technology however poorly prone
to false alarms
3) If, despite all, fire starts, efficient extinguishers, properly chosen among the various
available equipment and chemicals, should be available.

Point 1 implies an internal procedure that states the mandatory individuation of high rank
inflammable materials. These materials should be stored in specific stores properly equipped in
terms of fire detection. The access to such stores should be regulated by specific procedures on
the basis of real access need. National and EU regulation apply to this matter.
Point 2 implies the choice of technically up/to/date devices, among various available
technologies (Optical , Ionization, Air-sampling, Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide). Electro
optical technology is reported as sharing advantages confronted with others.
Point 3 requires careful consideration of the various standards and rules nationally and EU wide
available.
Additionally to the above mentioned steps, several other aspects should be taken into account as
properly conceived fire alarm systems, brigade call systems, fire and smoke barriers, space separation,
smoke control and management, escape facilities, human behaviour during fire events.
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3.1.2.5 - Anti-flood measures

Flood risks pertain to two main very different prospective. The first is related to company
internal leakage due to hydraulic system faults and poor protection against heavy rains. The
second, a much wider and complex theme, is related to the general exposition of the territory,
on wide scale, to flooding due to heavy weather conditions usually joined with unwise territory
management.
As far as the first issue, good engineering design and good maintenance are a must. In any case,
it is a savvy idea not to keep critical items directly under any pipe. What is generally
unavailable is an updated hydraulic system map, but this is a must.
The second theme, as said, is much wider spreading and protection much more indefinable. It is
sometimes impossible and the only practical strategy is redundancy somewhere else. CI have
been often built up on inopportune areas, due to urban and landscape regulations and territory
around has been degraded in the decades. Even weather conditions changed and areas
traditionally safe are now prone to heavy rains and storms.
So said, to ignore the challenge is not a good solution. A specific risk analysis should be
devised in this area. Modern building technologies and new materials allow protection
solutions that scans from artificial channels able to deviate the water course to special material
barriers able to contain the flood. Not to say of the availability of sensors able to control critical
water levels and activate pumping systems. The solutions are not at bargain price, but the
damage for the community may worth the cost.

3.1.2.6 – Conclusion

What has been discussed in previous paragraphs covers almost all of what is commonly
intended as “physical” part of the more inclusive challenge to foster security and resilience in a
“system”.
“Almost all” because has not been covered “extreme” attacks as earthquakes, terrorism, wars.
Such extreme occurrences, mainly earthquakes and tsunami, have to be taken in mind when
planning new buildings for very Critical Infrastructures, using all technical and normative
devices available. Life of people is the first target to keep in mind and evacuation procedures
should be prevented and simulated.
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3.2 Personal Resilience
3. 2.1 Terms of reference, scope and objectives
This section contains some reference terms and introduces the scope and objectives of the document for
what concerns the Personal Resilience Dimension.
Let us first provide a first set of general definitions related to the concepts of emergency, crisis, and
disaster; such definitions are mainly based on the work in [1] and on the references therein.
Since persons may react emotively and personal resilience might have different implications depending
on the extension of the consequences, it is mandatory to share a common understanding of the terms
that will be used below.
Emergencies are “unforeseen bu t predictable, n a r r o w -scope incidents that regularly occur” [2].
These events are often circumscribed in time and space and emergency personnel can be trained to
face them, as they have fairly regular patterns.
Although dramatic for those directly involved, emergency tend to extinguish quickly. Examples in this
sense are a fire blast in a motorway tunnel or a small radiation leakage at a nuclear power plant.
Crises are events of much more actual or perceived severity. A possible definition of crisis is “a
breakdown of familiar symbolic frameworks that legitimizes the pre-existing socio-political order”
[3]. Crises are events that show rather unpredictable and unknown patters [4], and may generate a deep
sense of impotence and panic. A major example that falls in this category is the blackout that affected
US in 2003; as devastating and intense as the blackout was, it can hardly be categorized as a disaster.
Disaster is indeed a vague term [5] which “tends not to be used in reference to extreme
situations where life, property and infrastructure remain intact” [1]. A very effective definition for
disaster is a “crisis with a bad ending” [6]. Although CI breakdowns may yield severe consequences,
they rarely configure themselves as disasters, as noted in [1,7,8].
Catastrophe is yet another ill defined word, that pertains to disasters of particularly high
magnitude. As noted in [1], a catastrophe is typically sensed as a very unlikely event
(asteroid fall, volcano eruption, etc. [10]) that would produce “a harm so great and sudden as to
seem discontinuous with the flow of events that preceded it” [9].
The remainder of this subsection aims at solving the ambiguity between personal and personnel
resilience. Referring to our model, resilience capacities are the abilities to prevent, absorb, adapt,
and recover to a disruptive event, either natural or man-made.
In a personal dimension, the individuals are initially alerted, if feasible, of a possible problem (attack,
blackout, tornado, earthquake, etc.) subsequently they are hit and then, after a variable time, they try
react to the consequences of an attack whichever is the origin, absorbing damages, adapting
behaviours and recovering normal operations. Consequences can be physical damages or injuries,
emotional shocks, temporary or permanent loss of mental capabilities, etc.
In a personal dimension resilience features (Redundancy, Robustness, Segregation, Warning, Alarms,
Monitoring, Networking, etc.) must include also Personal Aptitudes, with all the training that can be
deployed to enhance them, Personal Awareness and Emotional Control.
For the scope of this document there is not substantial difference between personal and personnel
resilience. In fact, personnel can be viewed as an organized set of persons and the resilience of the
individuals is the basis of the collective response and capacities. From the organizational point of view
personal resilience must be promoted and then specialized to the CI specific organization. As an
example we can consider a very important role in a CI control room, a sufficient number of employees
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must be trained (technically) to the role to ensure appropriate redundancy, but each of them should
have comparable personal resilience in order to assure adequate response (behavioural and
consequently technical) coping with a disruptive event.
3.2.1.1 Personal Resilience in: disruptive event to CI
In case of direct disruptive event to a CI, personnel resilience is mainly related to the capability of the
entire staff to operate in a coordinated way, trying to optimize available resources and reducing the
impact on the service level. This case is very close to the traditional Business Continuity management
when all the technical and organizational aspects have been previously identified and a contingency
plan has been studied.
Resilience comes to play when something, not included in plans, happens and the staff on duty has to
identify the problem, evaluate possible solution(s), make the most appropriate choice available at that
moment. This "emergency into an emergency" is something that can happens and in this case the
resilience of the personnel can make the difference.
3.2.1.2 Personal Resilience in: CI is contributing to mitigate and recovery of an emergency
During an emergency a CI could not been affected, e.g. a flood that do not involve the CI. In these
cases, the CI can contribute to the mitigation and recovery operations, as example we can cite the 2004
tsunami in Indonesia when telecom companies were requested to help to localize survivors using their
traffic databases. In these case the companies had to operate in two different ways: a "normal "
recovery of telecom devices in the area affected by the tsunami; a completely new set of ICT tasks to
extract and identify the registered cell phones in the tsunami area in order to try to contact possible
survivors. This is a typical situation when personnel resilience has a crucial role, ICT people usually
consider themselves quite far from emergencies (except the ones related to ICT systems), in this case
all the staffs were involved in a race against the time. Flexibility, personal dedication and capability of
fast reorganization of procedures and methods are few examples of the characteristics needed for the
success, all these are components of the personnel resilience
3.2.1.3 Personal Resilience in: CI has been damaged and is involved in a general
emergency
This is the "normal" case during natural disasters (Hurricane, flood, earthquake, etc.) in the area of the
CI. Service level reduction or zeroing can be initially faced with the contingency plans by the staff
present at the time of the event. Many different cases of damages and previous alerts can be envisaged
but personnel resilience can improve the response. One example for all, in case of a prolonged
emergency and the impossibility of shift change with employees coming from outside, flexibility and
team spirit is essential, staff could be trained to accomplish tasks different from their usual ones but
only resilient personnel can form the team that will act in the most effective and coordinated way under
a prolonged stress.
3.2.1.4 Forming Personnel for Resilience
The research on large-scale natural disasters strongly suggests that an effective response during the
immediate aftermath (the first hours and days) critically depends on the resilience of citizens, first62

line responders, and operational commanders [11]–[13].
In preparing to deal with crises and catastrophes, efforts should therefore be focused on the
promotion of resilience i.e. the ability to “bounce back” after suffering a damaging blow [14]–[16].
In theoretical discourses on the subject, the capacity to recover quickly from a devastating blow is
sometimes seen as an emerging property of a healthy system [16].
First, there must be a general awareness that a catastrophe may strike, paralyzing normal
governmental functions and CIs. If an “it couldn't happen here" mental aptitude exists, it needs to be
challenged.
It may be difficult for the personnel to think about resilience, unless feeling fear for the expected
catastrophe, etc. The challenge is to train in a way that, while receiving realistic assessments of
potential risks, the stress and anxiety is as limited as possible.
We can consider forming the personnel for resilience as a process based on 3 layers of competence: the
first one is the basic health and safety operation; the second is technical competence and the third is
resilience capacities enhancement.
Notice that an investment in training for resilience should not replace a concern with the basic elements
of health and safety operation. The basic response mechanisms should be in place and work in a more
or less autonomous mode: warning; mobilization; registration; evacuation; sheltering; emergency
medical care and after care; search and rescue; protection of property and information dissemination.
Notice also that technical competence is assumed as necessary because CI personnel must be capable to
operate in a safe and technically adequate way, not only during normal operations but also in
exceptional cases. Whenever is possible technical skills must be certified and maintained through a
continuous education program. Many different skills are required to operate a CI and they can be
achieved and certified in many different ways according to the education requirements in the CI's
country and the international requirements for the specific job (international license, language skill,
minimum experience on the job, etc.).
Focusing on CIs personnel, basic concepts of the four resilience capacities (prevention, absorption,
adaptation and recovery) could be considered as part of the basic response training for safety and
health. For example, concepts of the resilience features (Redundancy, Robustness, Segregation,
Warning, Alarms, Monitoring, Networking, Aptitudes, Awareness and Emotional Control) could be
explicitly included during training and tests to enhance the responsiveness to exceptional situations.
Analogously the concepts of resilience features could be also included during technical training,
many of these concepts are normally used in system design and deployment. Moreover, Business
Continuity and resilience share most of the concepts listed as features.
Consequently, it seems that the first layer of forming personnel for resilience could be done
focusing on specific resilience capacities and features concepts during safety and health training
that will involve all the CI personnel.
The second layer of this process will involve technical and professional training when resilience
concepts can be stressed using concepts, as Redundancy, Robustness, Segregation, Warning,
Alarms, Monitoring, Networking, etc. that are common in a CI environment.
The third layer is the personal resilience capacities enhancement, this part of the process is
something new because it refers to psychology, human relations, trustworthiness, and other aspects of
the behaviour that are related to features as Emotional Control, Awareness and Aptitudes that have
a very small (if any) coverage in usual personnel training.
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3.2.2 Training and education
3.2.2.1 Identification of education needs for resilience
Generally speaking, each person has a role to play during a disruptive event, some people have to
abandon the working places and reach safe places (in the most ordered and safe way, possibly
contributing to help injured or impaired persons and cooperating with rescue teams), others must
intervene at the maximum of their technical and organizational capabilities and some are on duty of
management of the emergency and preparation for recovery.
Moreover, resilience implies also prevention and this is probably the most important capacity, not only
because there is time and possibility to organize and exercise for emergency management and recovery
but mainly because prevention measures can be deployed and used to reduce risks.
Consequently, the education needs for resilience arise during normal day to day operations and
are firstly aimed to enhance prevention capacities, this education involves each individual
because everyone has to take care of safety and security for him/herself and the community.
Prevention is very important and can reduce the impact of a disruptive event but in the real world
adverse events occur and must be faced using other resilience capacities (absorption, adaptation and
recovery) that we can conventionally refer as intervention capacities because people should
intervene during an emergency and not remain inactive and passive.
They must be prepared in advance and at the best of the possibilities. Building such capacities
for the personnel takes time and continuous effort.
Educational needs for intervention are not only in terms of competence (technical or
organizational) because everyone has to know very well what to do but also in personal qualities
as: flexibility, capability to operate without precise orders, precise and efficient communication,
do not panic, etc.

3.2.2.2 Identification of training and exercise needs
This section aims at identifying some of the critical roles and educational tasks that can be put forward
in order to increase the resilience at personal/personnel level. The discussion below is inspired by the
categories identified in [1], which are specialized below in order to focus on the personal/personnel
dimension.
Critical roles and resilience
Training first responders
First responders should be identified and trained to act independently and effectively in dire
circumstances. They must feel capable to operate "in the dark" – to seize initiative (as command
structures c a n collapse) and perform their tasks. They should be instilled with a set of core values,
ethics and priorities that will guide them in their decisions and actions. Potential responders should be
trained to assess when plans need to be activated and adhered to and when plans are rendered
useless (and therefore should be pitched) by unforeseen circumstances. Knowing the difference
between the two can prove exceptionally difficult but at least prior exposure to such issues can
enhances the capacities of individuals to make such judgments when the time has come.
Other roles and resilience
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Training other personnel
To achieve a real resilience, the personnel should be encouraged to consider how they can play a role in
the initial response to disruptive event; this is of particular importance for personnel that is not
specifically deputed to react to adverse events. For instance, the logistic department of a company can
intervene to move goods into ravaged areas, easing the work of first responders.
Preparation for business continuity and emergency exercises can be a very good vehicle to convey
information and education on resilience. During these phase personnel can be focused on resilience
aspects (cooperation, do not panic, operate in an uncertain contest, etc.) or asked to accomplish new
tasks or act as a group.
Joint training
Another relevant way to train personnel for resilience is to regularly expose them to simulations
and exercises. Where possible such operation should go beyond the borders of the department or
even beyond the company. Joint exercises build mutual trust and understanding, creating awareness
with regard to each other's capacities. Exercises nurture personal relations that will be a vital
resource for improvisation and collaboration. This can help to create a web of relations between
members of the same department, or between members of different departments, or even between
resources in different companies. This latter aspect is relevant in U S A a n d Europe, w h e r e a
substantial part of the CI landscape is directly or indirectly in private hands.
Command chain and resilience
Training leaders
A relevant effort should be posed in developing leaders able to foster resilient behaviours in time of
crisis. A prerequisite, as noted in [1], is to avoid the typical pitfalls of command in emergency
situation, such as: sticking with the plan in spite of the novelty of the menace/crisis, taking decisions
only when all the possible information has been gathered, being unable to decide at a lower level
when the central coordination falls apart, waiting for help from outside, etc.
In [1] it is noted that, in order to succeed, resilience-oriented leaders should be able to put in place
the following activities before the actual crisis or disaster occurs:
• Create expert networks: the leaders should be able to surround themselves by highly qualified
experts that can support him/her in his/her decision during a disaster;
• Identify capable partners: leaders should investigate the public and private domains seeking for
potential partners;
• Train for situational and information assessment: Leaders must acquire the ability to “learn
to distinguish between the types of decisions that can reasonably be taken without the full facts
and those that need additional evidence before action can be taken” [1];
• Learn how to support and facilitate emerging coordination structures: l e a d e r s s h o u l d b e
able to identify and support emerging synergies among emergency services
and citizens.
• Organize outside forces: leaders should be able to convey, when needed, the resources of
their organization to support outside forces such as government, military and NGOs;
• Working with the media: a leader is expected to take advantage of medias to provide a safety
anchor to those that are in panic or are in uncertainty. A leader should learn how to transmit hope
and a sense of direction, working with the media, not against them [17];
• Initiate long-term reconstruction: a leader, while facing short term effects of disasters and crises,
should throw the basis for long term reconstruction.
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3.2.2.3 Establishing and maintaining education, training and exercise programs

Resilience is a capability that must be acquired through education and trained with appropriate
exercise programs in a continuous process.
Management should support the establishment of a resilience process throughout the company.
As already mentioned the entire personnel should be involved and resilience concepts can be
transferred not only in specialized sessions but can be included in previous training programs.
A particular role in this process is assigned to HR (Human Resources) department that should
work with all sectors of the company in order to identify the best opportunities and the most
appropriate way of including resilience in existing education and training programs.
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3.2.3 Competence for resilience
3.2.3.1

Barriers to enhancing resilience

This aims at identifying some of barriers and criticalities that may limit or prevent the effect of any
action aimed at increasing the resilience at a personal/personnel level. The discussion below is
inspired by the categories identified in [1], which are specialized below in order to focus on the
personal/personnel dimension.
Individual defence mechanisms. People tend to respond to the unknown or to highly severe
events with a wide range of behaviours, ranging from denial to downgrading the magnitude of the
problem, etc.
Organizational beliefs and rationalizations. Organizations have well instilled beliefs and culture
that may limit or prevent resilience. Examples in this sense are: rationalization, thinking inside the
box, etc.
Institutional designs for crisis management. Most organizations have rigorous hierarchies that
are hard to override in the event of a major crisis or disaster.
Costs of preparation. A s n o t e d i n [ 1 8 ] , p r o m o t i n g r e s i l i e n c e h a s a h i g h c o s t ,
which is not always seen as a justified one, because it has no visible
output except in the event of a disaster.
Governance frameworks. Some organizations have a strict top-down structure that may prevent
the ability of personnel to use improvisation and to take responsibility of low level decisions in
the event of a crisis.
Socio-economic frameworks. I n [ 1 ] i t i s n o t e d t h a t “ it is hard to expect communities
to be resilient when many of them are already in disarray”. When the city is not resilient
we cannot expect any organization operating there to be resilient (for instance, the
city of New Orleans during Katrina Hurricane).

3.2.3.2 Experiences in building competence for resilience
3.2.3.2.1

Building teams and team of teams for resilience

The U.S. Army focused on training for resilience and adopted the well known scheme “train the
trainer model” in which the trainer is trained to teach some skills to co-workers or companions [19].
The U.S. Army Master Resilience Trainer (MRT) is a 10-day course, it is the foundation for
training resilience skills to sergeants and for teaching sergeants how to teach these skills to their
soldiers. The curriculum is based on materials developed by the University of Pennsylvania, the
Penn Resilience Program (PRP), and other empirically validated work in the field of positive
psychology. The first of 4 modules is dedicated to core competencies for resilience: (a) selfawareness—identifying one’s thoughts, emotions, and behaviours, and patterns in each that are
counterproductive; (b) self-regulation—the ability to regulate impulses, thinking, emotions, and
behaviours to achieve goals, as well as the willingness and ability to express emotions; (c)
optimism—noticing the goodness in self and others, identifying what is controllable, remaining
wedded to reality, and challenging counterproductive beliefs; (d) mental agility— thinking flexibly
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and accurately, perspective taking, and willingness to try new strategies; (e) character strengths—
identifying the top strengths in oneself and others, relying on one’s strengths to overcome
challenges and meet goals, and cultivating a strength approach in one’s unit; and (f) connection—
building strong relationships through positive and effective communication, empathy, willingness
to ask for help, and willingness to offer help. The second module is dedicated to Building Mental
Toughness and covers topics like: explanatory styles and thinking traps, deeply held beliefs, energy
management, problem solving, minimizing catastrophic thinking, fighting back against
counterproductive thoughts and cultivating gratitude. The third module helps to identify character
strengths in others. The last module is dedicated to provide tools for strengthening relationships.
The course includes also a day dedicated to Sustainment Component that is focused on tools to be
used to maintain and use resilience concepts during everyday work and life.
3.2.3.2.2

Resilience and total training

The starting point of personal resilience training is the awareness that the resilience is the ability to
cope with stress and disruptive events and overcome risk and adversity. To be resilient doesn’t
intend to overcome stress and pain, but to work through emotions and effects of stress and painful
events. Resilience also comes from encouragement or emotional help provided by relationships
with parents, peers and others, as well as cultural beliefs and traditions that help people to deal
effectively with the inevitable blows of life.
The main factors that contribute to personal resilience are [20]:
• Close relationships with family and friends
• A positive view of yourself and confidence in your strengths and abilities
• The ability to manage strong feelings and impulses
• Good problem-solving and communication skills
• Feeling in control
• Seeking help and resources
• Seeing yourself as resilient, rather than as a victim
• Coping with stress in healthy way and avoiding harmful coping strategies, such as substance
abuse
• Helping others
• Finding positive meaning in your life despite difficult or traumatic events.
Principles you can find in the paradigm of the “Total Force Fitness (TFF)” established by Admiral
Michael Mullen, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the instruction of 2011[21]. For this
purpose, he putted together in 2009 scientists to provide definitions of fitness, health and resilience
[22].
The Total Fitness is a framework that views health, wellness and resilience as a holistic concept
where optimal performance requires a connection between mind, spirit, body and relationship in
family and in social. A balance between readiness and well-being. ADM Mullen stated that “A
total force that has achieved total fitness is healthy, ready and resilient; capable of meeting
challenges and surviving threats” [22].
To be fit is a dynamic state, more dependent on our state of mind than on the level of our physical
training. It lies in the continuous awareness of the changing environment and the constant and
flexible adaptation to the new situation. On the need of awareness Sun Tzu stated that “Know the
enemy and know yourself; in a hundred battles you will never be in peril. When you are ignorant of
the enemy but know yourself, your chances of winning or losing are equal. If ignorant both of your
enemy and yourself, you are certain in every battle to be in peril” [23].
In this context was set, in addition to the already mentioned MRT, the program of the Air Force
“Comprehensive Airman Fitness (CAF)”. The program aims to increase the resilience of
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individuals, families and communities, formalizing the efforts for personal resilience and risk
management [24]. The domains and line of effort of CAF, to build and sustain a resilient Air Force
community, are [25]:
• Mental Fitness – The ability to effectively cope with unique mental stressors and
challenges.
The tenets are Awareness, Adaptability, Decision Making and Positive Thinking.
• Physical Fitness – The ability to adopt and sustain healthy behaviours needed to enhance
health and well-being.
The tenets are Endurance, Recovery, Nutrition, Strength.
• Social Fitness – The ability to engage in healthy social network that promote overall wellbeing and optimal performance.
The tenets are Communication, Connectedness, Social Support, Teamwork.
• Spiritual Fitness – The ability to adhere to beliefs, principles, or values needed to persevere
and prevail in accomplishing mission.
The tenets are Core Values, Perseverance, Perspective, Purpose.
The Air force has also increased the ratio of master resilience trainers from one trainer per 1,000
airmen to one trainer per squadron. The goal is to train the entire total force and families to
continually enhance resilience skills and to maintain a balanced lifestyle [26].
To support the leaders of the Air Force in these activities to promote resilience among airmen, its
civilian employees and Air Force family members, RAND Corporation developed a research
project that produced a series of reports across the topics of Total Force Fitness to outline the
constructs, metric and influential factors relevant to resilience. In these reports the term resilience is
referred to the ability to withstand, recover from, and grow in the face of stressors and fitness,
which is related, as state of adaptation in balance with the conditions at hand [27].
It should be emphasized that these studies intend to, among other things, help to prevent and not
only to respond to the deleterious outcomes of negative consequences as a result of military related
stressors, such as physical injuries, including traumatic brain injury; depression, anxiety, or other
mood disorders; posttraumatic stress disorders; spiritual crises; substance abuse; family
dysfunction; marital problems and dissolutions; social isolation; and, in extreme cases, even suicide
or suicide attempts[27]. It should be emphasized also that these situations aren’t exclusively of
military condition but you can find in every organization.
The first of the RAND reports “Spiritual Fitness and Resilience” [28] discusses spiritual fitness
considering that spiritual beliefs may tremendously influence people’s outlook on the world, offer
solace in turbulent times, or provide support from a like-minded community. These beliefs may
therefore contribute to resilience and well-being and result in improved force readiness and
performance. The Air Force defines spiritual fitness as the ability to adhere to beliefs, principles, or
values needed to persevere and prevail in accomplishing missions. As this definition implies,
spiritual fitness does not require any degree of religiosity or belief in the supernatural. Atheists who
hold a secular philosophy of meaning and purpose can be spiritually fit as well.
The key constructs relevant to spiritual fitness – according to the report – are:
• being spiritually fit can influence resilience and well being by buffering stress;
• spiritual interventions targeting individuals, families, military units, or community have
been demonstrated to benefit resilience and well-being;
• resilience efforts should consider culturally appropriate interventions.
Spiritual interventions generally focus on individuals; fewer interventions address the unit, family,
and community level. Individual-level interventions could include spiritual practices, such as
meditation and prayer, but also targeted delivery of services, such as counselling or therapy.
Examples of unit-level interventions included using spirituality to bolster leadership. Family-level
interventions included programs to support the spiritual needs of entire families or of family
members of those in need. Finally, community-level interventions could seek to improve the
spiritual fitness of specific portions of the population or to improve care providers’ effectiveness.
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From individual’s level interventions, the authors give evidence that counsellors and leaders, for
example, can use individuals’ faiths—whatever they might be—as a way to build hope and
optimism. These spiritual resources, in turn, can lead to improved wellbeing outcomes. To promote
well-being and resilience in youth an intervention for children and adolescents, an after-school
program, not religious, sought to “build four areas of personal strength: social competence, problem
solving, autonomy and self-efficacy, and sense of purpose” [29].
As regards the unit level, units who have hope and faith in the organization’s vision and who
experience a sense of calling and purpose will be more motivated and productive. Spiritual
leadership affects unit performance. Inter alia, a key achievement by leaders is to subordinate their
personal goals and motives in the service of a higher purpose that inspires their followers to
behaviours and actions.
At family level, enhancing spirituality in care providers may improve care and family members’
experiences. When a loved one requires medical treatment, family members may take comfort in
being present as much as possible. Similarly, health care professionals who are more spiritual are
also more likely to perceive the value of holistic care and to see the presence of family members as
beneficial to patients as well as a right.
Community-level interventions could include programs targeted at specific populations and support
for leaders and care providers. Spiritual educational programs—such as morality and ethics
courses—may be effective in development of personal values and morals. Diversity of religious and
spiritual beliefs suggests that resilience efforts should consider culturally appropriate interventions.
Because religious and spiritual practices and beliefs are diverse and often individual specific, so
spirituality interventions need to be culturally appropriate to be inclusive. A greater understanding
of how spiritual experiences differ can allow health and service providers to better relate to people.
In conclusion, resilience and well-being interventions may benefit from addressing people’s
spiritual needs. For this purpose, to bolster spiritual fitness, the authors offer some
recommendations:
• ensure cultural appropriateness in spiritual interventions to support diverse groups within the
community.
• leverage existing evidence-based guidance on implementing spiritual interventions;
• explore alternative approaches to enhancing spiritual fitness;
• consider non-spirituality-specific interventions.
The report “Social Fitness and Resilience” [30] examines several issues related to social fitness.
Social fitness is defined as the combined resources a person gets from his or her social world. This
concept encompasses the availability and maintenance of social relationships, and the ability to
utilize those ties to manage stressors and successfully perform tasks. Social fitness resources are the
aspects of those relationships that strengthen a person’s ability to withstand and rebound from
challenges or even grow from them. Military families, but not only, face several unique challenges
that can strain the strength and accessibility of these social resources, particularly frequent
geographic relocation, separation from family members and friends, residence in foreign countries,
risk of service member injury and death.
The key resilience factor associated with social fitness is social support. Central sources of social
support include family, friends, co-workers, physical communities and neighbourhoods, and cyber
communities. There are three main forms of social support: emotional (e.g., having someone to talk
to about problems), instrumental (e.g., a loan, a ride to a doctor’s appointment), and informational
(e.g., knowledge about which companies are hiring). Social support can also be either actual or
perceived. Perceived support is more influential on mental health than actual support. Support from
families, friends, co-workers, fellow unit members, neighbours, and other communities have been
linked to higher psychological, physical, and social well-being.
Bridges to social support include increased group stability, and more frequent, positive interactions
and communication, while barriers to social support include group discord and conflict, geographic
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movement, and bullying and ostracism. Therefore, one of the key ways to facilitate social support is
to promote positive cohesion and stability in the groups that give such support.
Recommended interventions aimed at increasing the quantity and quality of social support should
focus on:
(1) sociodemographic characteristics and dispositional traits (e.g., gender, optimism), that may
relate to social support and its benefits in important ways;
(2) dynamics that strengthen social groups, support networks, and teams (e.g., social cohesion);
(3) practices that improve social skills and promote more frequent and constructive interactions
(e.g., communication, mutual exchange); and
(4) activities that reduce conflict and group division (e.g., integration).
As already mentioned, geographic movement is an especially significant barrier to social support in
military populations. For this reason, interventions that utilize cyber or virtual communities may be
especially useful tools for increasing these populations’ social connectedness and social support.
The report “Medical Fitness and Resilience” [31] defines medical fitness as medical readiness to
perform duties under all conditions without excessive loss of quality of life, excessive loss of duty
time or separation from duty, aggravation of existing medical conditions, or endangering the health
of others. Being medically fit is important, because if an individual has a chronic medical condition
or is otherwise physically or medically compromised, he or she may not be able to effectively cope
with a stressor. Measures of medical fitness can be grouped into four broad categories:
• preventive care – engaging in preventive screenings, such as regular dental, hearing, and
vision exams, as well as receiving immunizations and cancer screenings, has been shown to
reduce the risk for and severity of such diseases as cancer, cardiovascular disease, obesity,
infectious diseases, metabolic and endocrine conditions, and obstetric and gynaecologic
conditions.;
• the presence and management of injuries – traumatic injury to the body and brain and
injury-related chronic pain are debilitating and can seriously compromise resilience. These
conditions are related to discharge from the military, long-term loss of productivity,
psychological symptoms, increased drug and alcohol use, lower general health, lower
quality of life, and risk for suicide. The use of measures to screen for and detect injuries and
to assess ability to cope with pain, and the proper medical management of symptoms in
combination with supportive therapy and social support systems, are key to mitigating the
effects of injuries on military readiness.;
• the presence and management of common chronic conditions, including obesity, diabetes,
and asthma – the presence of common chronic conditions, such as obesity, cardiovascular
conditions, diabetes, and asthma, has been linked to loss of productivity, psychological
symptoms, substance use, suicide ideation/attempts, and risk for other medical conditions,
such as stroke, hypertension, arthritis, chronic pain, respiratory conditions, and cancer. The
presence of conditions is measured by a physician’s diagnosis, by self-reports, or through
administrative data. Preventing these chronic conditions through behaviour modification and
properly treating them are all ways to improve medical fitness. Once a diagnosis has been
received, adherence to treatment regimens specific to each condition is paramount to
reducing both the severity of the condition and the effect on readiness.;
• facilitators of and barriers to accessing quality health care – each component of medical
fitness outlined above falls within a greater context of access to quality health care.
Facilitators of accessing health care include having a usual source of care, and patient
perception of the need for services. Although service members and their families have equal
access to health care, barriers to seeking health care remain, because of such factors as the
perceived stigma of using health care services and low social support.
Consequently, is recommended to:
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•

•

facilitate increased access to quality care among vulnerable populations, defined by
socioeconomic status, gender, race/ethnicity, language, geography, and among those who
perceive stigma associated with seeking care;
provide treatment plans for injuries that focus not only on the patient but on their families as
well.

The report “Psychological Fitness and Resilience” [32] identifies key constructs relevant to
psychological fitness. Psychological fitness is defined as the integration and optimization of
cognitive processes and abilities, behaviours, and emotions to positively affect performance, wellbeing, and response to stress. These resilience factors can be thought of as antecedents of a complex
process whereby individuals deal with stress. As such, they provide the foundation for
psychological fitness.
The study focuses on three categories of key resilience factors in the psychological domain:
• the cognitive category, that includes constructs that reflect individuals’ thoughts and beliefs
about themselves (e.g., self-efficacy, self-esteem), in addition to interpretations of their
situation (e.g., perceived control);
• the affective category, that includes constructs that measure the experience of positive and
negative emotions (e.g., positive and negative affect); and
• the self-regulatory category, that includes constructs that measure self-regulation and
control (e.g., coping strategies).
Psychological fitness may be certainly considered a key factor of individual's resilience and
readiness to perform his duties and its key findings are:
• being psychologically unfit may prevent an individual from adequately coping with the
stress of his duty;
• there is a clear relationship between psychological resources and resilience;
• there is no single best approach for promoting psychological fitness;
• limited evidence suggests that stress management and psychological skills training are
effective strategies for promoting psychological fitness.
On the whole, the domain of the psychological fitness has not yet been sufficiently explored, for
which the report concludes by recommending that:
• additional research is needed to determine how effective specific interventions might be
within the Air Force;
• the types of stressors commonly experienced in the Air Force should be identified;
• the Air Force should explore opportunities to promote psychological resources that increase
resilience;
• psychological fitness should be monitored using valid and reliable measures.
The report “Behavioural Fitness and Resilience” [33] defines behavioural fitness as conduct,
routines, and habits that promote health and the ability to withstand, recover from, or grow in the
face of stressors. The authors identified several areas to include in their analysis to be consistent
with research on important health practices: sleep behaviours, alcohol and drug abuse, and tobacco
use.
(1) Sleep is critical to physical and psychological functioning, and excessive sleep loss can
contribute to chronic health conditions, poor mental health, and reduced adaptability to
stress. Moderate sleep loss can significantly impair performance, particularly on cognitive
tasks. Interventions for sleep can be broadly differentiated by the severity of the problem.
Serious sleep disturbances have been treated using pharmacotherapy and behaviour therapy.
Minor sleep disturbances can often be addressed by following good sleep hygiene practices,
which are also recommended to prevent sleep problems from developing. Examples of these
good sleep hygiene practices include going to bed at the same time each night and removing
all TVs, computers, tablets, etc., from the bedroom.
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(2) Alcohol and drug use disorder can also negatively affect behavioural fitness. In particular,
heavy drinking has been strongly linked to many adverse health outcomes. Alcohol use can
have stress-buffering effect; however, regular intoxication may present other complications
and can lead to addiction. Interventions for drug and alcohol use disorders have focused on
both prevention and treatment. In general, research has found that behavioural therapies,
which are sometimes combined with medications to treat alcohol and drug addiction, can be
effective in treatment. One of the most effective strategies for the prevention of alcohol
consumption as well as smoking is to raise prices. Although there may be challenges to
implementation, research has shown that the effects of controlling prices are comparatively
larger than other prevention policies.
(3) Smoking is associated with the onset of a number of chronic health conditions and can also
increase stress and the risk of mood and panic disorders. Smoking cessation is associated
with decreased stress and reduced risk of these disorders; however, stress itself may
contribute to the maintenance of and relapse into smoking behaviour. Interventions for the
treatment of tobacco dependence can be classified broadly into counselling and psychosocial
interventions, medications, and systems changes (that is, changes in policy, practices, and/or
regulations). For psychosocial interventions, general recommendations indicate support for
several clinician-directed interventions including screening for tobacco use, encouraging
smokers to quit, meeting four or more times with individuals who are in the process of
quitting, and providing interventions through different types of clinicians (e.g., nurse,
physician, health educator). Although research has shown that medications can also be
effective, combining counselling interventions with medication has shown to be even more
effective in helping individuals to quit smoking.
In conclusion current thinking suggests that:
• interventions to promote health behaviour should target high-risk individuals;
• attempts to change health-related behaviour should individually tailor messages and also use
multimodal means of delivery;
• any attempt to change health-related behaviour should be partnered with a realistic
expectation about the extent to which the targeted behaviour can be changed.
The last analysed report “Physical Fitness and Resilience” [34] examines the relationship between
physical fitness and resilience, using key constructs found in the scientific literature that address
work-related physical fitness and health-related physical fitness. Work-related physical fitness
activities are those that increase an individual’s ability to meet the physical demands of a specific
job or job-related task. Whereas health-related physical fitness activities are those associated to the
goal to identify and emphasize specific fitness constructs that are related to health outcomes (e.g.,
cardiovascular disease, obesity, osteoporosis). Using this approach, performance on fitness tests can
be converted into risk scores for developing cardiovascular disease and other health-related
outcomes.
Interventions to promote physical fitness are clustered in three areas:
(1) informational approaches that are designed to motivate, promote, and maintain behaviour
primarily by targeting cognition and knowledge about physical activity and its benefits;
(2) behavioural and social approaches that are designed to foster the development of
behavioural management skills and modify the social environment to support changes in
behaviour;
(3) environmental and policy approaches that aim to increase opportunities to be physically
active within the community.
The key premises of these actions to improve physical fitness, that can affect individual’s resilience,
are:
• physical activity can provide considerable benefits to both physical and mental health and
can buffer the negative effects of stress;
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physical activity includes more than aerobic activities. It can also include such activities as
walking, yoga, bowling, dancing, and gardening, and these activities can be very beneficial
for sedentary, injured/ill, obese, and exercise-averse populations;
• those who are less fit may see even greater benefits from physical activity than those who
are more fit.
It is also recommended that:
• efforts should be made to evaluate the effectiveness of any physical fitness intervention;
• interventions should take into account gender, age, ethnicity, and region when examining
the activity needs of various groups;
• evaluations should identify factors that cause individuals to adopt, maintain, or withdraw
from physical activity;
• it should be recognized that individuals who smoke, experience stress at home, or are at risk
for cardiovascular disease are less likely to start exercising, and these factors should be
taken into consideration by decision makers.
•

At corollary and summary of this survey on training of the community of the Air Force it is
impossible not to mention the judgment of the ADM Mullen to closing his speech on Total Force
Fitness [35]: “Total force fitness is more than a physical fitness. It is the sum total of the many
facets of individuals, their families, and the organizations to which they serve. It is not something
someone achieves twice a year for a test. It is a state of being”.

3.2.4 Evaluating resilience

Document NIST SP 800-55 Rev.1 provides an informal taxonomy in Section 3.3, ‘Types of
Measures.’ The publication identifies three categories of measures that, as suggestion, could be
possibly adapted as follows to assess resilience:
· Implementation measures: Used to demonstrate the organization's progress in implementing
resilience programs, specific resilience controls, resilience of specific areas, and policies and
procedures associated with any of these;
· Effectiveness/Efficiency measures: Used to determine whether resilience processes of specific
areas and organization's resilience controls have been implemented correctly, operate as intended,
and achieve their intended (desired) outcomes. Effectiveness/efficiency measures reflect two
aspects of the results of resilience control implementation: the robustness of the result itself (i.e., its
effectiveness) and the timeliness of the result (i.e., its efficiency);
· Impact measures: Articulate the impact (i.e., business or mission impact) of resilience on the
organization's ability to accomplish its mission.
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3.3 Organizational Resilience
3.3.1 The Resilience Management System
3.3.1.1 The Organizational Resilience Model
The importance of a “model” for Organizational Resilience
This section has the objective to present a general organizational logical model to improve
organizations’ resilience. In this paragraph we introduce the key steps to set up a Resilience
Management System and in Annex A we provide some best practices to implement it. Among
others, here we stress the importance to overcome a general problem affecting the
implementation of resilience frameworks: the governance approach and the way to grow up
organization's commitment on this issue. In particular, top management commitment is
largely critical to set directions and to allocate to the resilience objectives an adequate
amount of resources. A clear distinction between the function of Governing Body and the
Management responsibilities (see COBIT 5 framework 19) is really helpful in this sense.
Annex A, provides operations details and a description of main best practices to put in place a
safe and sound resilience management system fitted on the organization’s objectives and
requirements.
The “systemic security management” approach
Dealing with resilience issues and in particular with critical infrastructure protection, is
widely accepted that an “holistic” approach is needed in order to face the complex task to
reach an adequate level of protection of such relevant assets for our Countries. We need to
design, enforce and maintain specific measures in organizations subject to sector specific
business dynamics and operating in context characterized by the continuous emergence of
new threats and changing risk scenarios. An approach capable to recognize all the relevant
elements of the system and the related governing variables is the only one capable to provide
adequate governance means and to adapt, on a continuous base, to internal and external
dynamics maintaining the organizations’ resilience objectives.
Starting from the suggestion of the “systemic security model” as proposed by the USC
Marshall School in 2009 is our intention to point out some best practices to be intended as
cornerstones for the resilience of Critical Infrastructures.
Security practices that enable protections of infrastructures depend largely on the culture and
the socio-technical “posture” characterizing the organizations. Private or Public organizations
that manage critical infrastructures (Telecommunications, Transports, Critical Information
Infrastructures, etc.) have to face security as the organizational chart sets out; but a sound
resilience program is necessarily implemented across business lines and through hierarchies
since resilience matters could not be, for example an exclusive competence of the
safety/security departments. In annex A, the relations between People, Organization, Process
and Technology (according the USC model) are detailed in components to be considered when
developing a resilient infrastructure.
Combining business objectives and resilience requirement of national interest
Moreover, when an infrastructure is considered “of National (or even Supranational) interest”
due to his specific criticality, it's necessary to bring into play additional role, competencies
and resources to match the specific broader protection requirements. In this case continuity
COBIT, Control Objectives for Information and related Technology by ISACA and ITGI, is a business framework
for the governance and management of enterprise IT. www.isaca.org
19
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and more, resilience, should not be related only to maintain the strict targeted business
objectives (defined by the business specific shareholders/stakeholders needs and under
which managers run the business) but it needs to be thought to serve also the broader
objective (with his specific Return On Investment) of the National interest.
3.3.1.2 The overall picture to set up a Resilience Management System
The following table summarizes all main activities pertaining to the setup of a RMS.
For implementation details see Annex A
- Take the “as is” picture of the Organization, performing a stakeholder analysis,

critical assets inventory and a high level risk assessment.

- Declare the Resilience Intent Statement in which the organization (Governing

-

-

-

-

Body) declares the commitment to set out a Resilient organization and the relevance
of these objectives. A broader commitment should be set in the General Resilience
Policy, leaving to the Management the task to articulate the detailed resilience
Policies
Identify the Resilience Policy (or the detailed policy complementing the high level
policy enacted by the Management) where the Organization, according to the nature
and scale of potential risk, identifies the need of plan and organizes the Resilience
Management System.
Identify the organization for resilience
§ Identify main resilience processes and the related Activity flows and Information
flows
§ Identify Roles and Actors
§ Identify Competences related to relevant Roles and Actors
§ Identify the Knowledge backpacks detailing competences, skills, and behaviours
for people operating in the organization as a critical infrastructure
- Implement the resilience management system based on the following activity:
Prevent, Absorb, Adapt, Recover.
Operate the RMS
§ Identify (critical) asset inventory
§ Identify criticality (in terms of Value) of assets (Business Value + National
interest value)
§ Put in place a detailed Risk Assessment (identify threats, Vulnerabilities and
impacts of all valuable assets)
§ Manage the Risk of all business assets (Physical, Logical, Processes, People etc.)
identifying countermeasures + calculate ROI of Resilience (= Business ROI +
National interest ROI).
§ Put in place the identified countermeasures
§ Check the level and quality of the implementations
Set up a performance measurement process and relating reporting system for
Governing Body and Management.

3.3.1.3 Governance tips for organizational resilience
We believe that a Key success factor for resilience is to set up a proper Governance System
within the organization. Frequently the implementation of relevant programs fails for a lack of
a suitable governance process. In the picture below there is a description of COBIT 5
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Governance flow20 with a specific distinction between the Governing Body and the
Management functions.

Source: COBIT 5 Framework
COBIT 5 provides the following relevant distribution of competences between the Governance
Process and the Management Process. Resilience such as the IT systems governance may take
important advantages from considering the distinction form governance and management.
Governance ensures:
•
•
•

stakeholder needs, conditions and options are evaluated to determine balanced, agreedon enterprise objectives to be achieved;
setting direction through prioritization and decision making;
monitoring performance and compliance against agreed-on direction and objectives.

In most enterprises, “governance” is the responsibility of the board of directors under the
leadership of the chairperson.
Management provides to:
• plans, builds, runs and monitors activities in alignment with the direction set by the
governance body to achieve the enterprise objectives.
In most enterprises, management is the responsibility of the executive management under the
leadership of the CEO.

Source: COBIT 5 Framework
3.3.1.4 Trace the knowledge path towards organizational resilience
Designing a resilient infrastructure, the capability of the organization to properly manage
information and internal knowledge is of paramount importance. In the following we will
focus on some “knowledge intensive” activities of the resilience management system. These
activities should be grouped in two main phases: Phase1 relates to the overall assessment
process of the organizations, Phase 2 to design and maintain the system.
Phase 1 - Assess the organization, the business objectives and the infrastructure
In this step we gather the necessary information to create and share the relevant knowledge
on the characteristics and the current status of the organization taking the overall “as is”
picture.

20

https://www.isaca.org/COBIT/Documents/COBIT5-Laminate.pdf
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Ø Assess Stakeholders
Stakeholders may be intended as all entities that impact on, or are impacted by the
business or any related activity of the organization; organizations are the means through
which stakeholders reach their objectives and satisfy their needs. Resilience management
often involves significant change programs and it’s important to know all the relevant
stakeholders. This is the reason why we perform a Stakeholders analysis at this very
initial stage. Stakeholder analysis involves:
•
•
•

Identify stakeholders’ needs, objectives and requirements
Rank stakeholders by relevance
Identify the overall stakeholders influence on the organization

PERFORM A STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS TO KNOW THEM, THEIR NEEDS AND OBJECTIVES TO DRIVE
EFFECTIVELY THE CHANGE TOWARDS THE DESIRED ORGANIZATION’S RESILENCY POSTURE.

Ø Assess (current) Organization assets and capability
An overall business asset inventory it is necessary to identify “what” needs to be
resilient and to identify all relevant assets and the boundary of the system
throughout the description of:
•
•
•
•
•

Main business activities
Expected business performance (product, services, other business outputs)
Main processes supporting business outputs (main management and operations
processes)
Technical infrastructure (the production assets: physical, logical, information)
People and the knowledge capital (role, competences, skills, shared corporate culture,
and other knowledge and intangible assets)

ASSESS THE ORGANIZATIONS’ ASSETS, IN TERMS OF PEOPLE AND KNOW HOW, THECNICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE, PROCESSES AND BUSINESS PERFORFORMANCE

Ø Perform a High Level Risk Assessment
Objective: enable the Top Management to set out (considering the Stakeholders' needs and
objectives) the high level directions and commitment on resilience.
It’s important to put in place a preliminary (high level) risk assessment activity in order to
become aware of how current risk scenario affects enterprise objectives.
The main steps of this activity are the following:
• Identify the critical business assets (see the assessment as described in step 1 b).
• Identify the major threats on those assets (threaten resilience).
• Estimate the probability that those threats could occur.
• Identify the level of impact (damage level/consequences on organization’s capability to
perform business activities) of those threats.
On the bases of the above considerations outline the risk scenario that affects the organization
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PERFORM AN HIGH LEVEL RISK ASSESSMENT TO BE AWARE OF MAJOR THREATS AND THEIR POTENTIAL
IMPACT

Phase 2 - Design, implement and evolve the resilient organization
In Phase 2 we move towards our Resilient Organization designing the “to be” picture putting
“in action” the knowledge generated in Phase 1.
Ø Establish the “Organization resilience intent statement” to identify and
communicate the targeted resilience posture
The Governing Body of the Organization on the base of:
• stakeholders’ needs and objectives;
• the stakeholders’ mandate and directions;
• the results of the high level risk assessment performed as described in step 1;
outlines the desired resilience posture of the organization in a Resilience Intent Statement
Once the importance of the resilience has been assessed through the knowledge path as far
described, this formal intent statement declaring the commitment level on resilience must be
properly communicated and explained in order to make aware all relevant people of the
organization on this matter.
It’s worth of notice that in this phase a critical step goes to end: we have been able to collect
complex information and to generate high value organization knowledge; this knowledge is
hence condensed in a “enforceable” resilience statement to be implemented by all
organization units.
ON THE BASE OF STAKEHOLDERS’ INFLUENCE AN THE RISK SCENARIO RESULTS THE GOVERNING BODY
MUST EXPRESS A FORMAL INTENT STATEMENT WITH THE COMMITMENT TO IMPLEMENT AN ADEQUATE
LEVEL OF ORGANIZATION RESILIENCE

Ø Establish the Organization Resilience Management Policy (ORMP)
Management, must define an ORMP fitted on the characteristic of the Organization that
gives instructions on how to implement a Resilience Management System aligned to
the Resilience Intent Statement
The ORMP may also be structured in a General Policy setting out the overall description of
the Resilience System and in several “Specific Policies” that details specific items
addressed in the General Policy.
The ORMP must include directions to:
•

Perform a detailed Risk Management on Resilience reviewed on a continuous base
and identifying the Residual Risk on Resilience as worth to be accepted. The
Residual Risk level is subject to Management approval;
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•

Design and implement the Organization Resilience Management Process that,
concurrently to business process, reduces the Risk to the approved residual level.
This process must describe how the following main organization entities:
people (including their skills, roles and functions within the organization),
internal/external Processes,
technology,
are designed to guarantee the targeted resilience level implementing the following
four main capabilities:
-

Prevent
Absorb,
Adapt,
Recover
from disruptive incidents or deliberate attacks.
-

A SYSTEM OF POLICIES DEFINING THE OVERALL DIRECTIONS AND RULES TO IMPLEMENT A RESILIENT
INFRASTRUCTURE SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE

Ø Identify and implement a process to enable “informed decisions” to be adopted
in particular in order to:
-

approve residual risk level
approve and allocate the amount of resources necessary to guarantee the
implementation of the resilience management process
a measurement and reporting system to the Management about:
§ operation/execution performance of business units
§ report the accountability of Management relating to stakeholders
needs and objectives

MANAGE PROPELY INFORMATION ENABLING INFORMED DECISIONS

Ø Measure and evolve
Ø Identify and Implement a process to measure the organization’s results on resilience,
and continuously improve the organization on the base of “lessons learned”
IMPLEMENT A SYSTEM OF INTERNAL KNOWLEDGE IN ORDER TO PERIODICALLY REVIEW THE OVERALL
EFFICENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF THE SYSTEM AND TO IMPROVE IT ON A CONTINOUS BASE
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3.3.2 Components of the organizational dimension
3.3.2.1 Culture, roles, duties and responsibilities
In a system (say a corporation, a critical infrastructure) resilience is a multifaceted quality.
See Introduction to refresh in which way and meanings “resilience” concept is understood in
this document. Resilience is not only sophisticated technologies usage, but also personnel (not
only security specialized) aptitude and mentality, roles clear definition, duties and
responsibilities consequently assigned, in a well specified and individuated but however
highly cooperative organizational scheme. In a word, a strongly resilience oriented corporate
culture. In this paragraph the above proposed view will be devised in more detail.
First of all is useful to clarify somehow what we intend when we refer to the “culture” concept.
Not rarely, in the day by day corporate routine, security professionals operate very
individually. They meet weekly or less frequently on specific subjects, future projects, budget
forecast hints, specific problems or sudden crisis. What they lack is a kind of daily quasi-real
time sharing items aptitude, reciprocal timely information exchange, cooperative feeling,
relation and evangelic aptitude with the rest of corporate personnel. A culture of resilience
means for specialized people to have assimilated multifaceted professional knowledge
(technical, organizational, legal) as a trumpet player did for his fingering technique (probably
at subconscious level) and dedicate conscious energies to the anticipations of new risks, to
better protection solutions, to imagine smarter application of status of the art technologies.
For corporate non specialized people, a culture of resilience means to understand that they
play a fundamental role in the overall protection scheme, with their everyday attention to odd
signals, observing security procedures, taking part with true participation to periodical
simulations, attending informative events with critical and dialectical aptitude based on the
perception of the importance of their potential contribution to the corporate resilience level.
So said, let's try to identify specific skills and competences in the security resilience team. We
identify the following competence areas and for each of them relevant duties and
responsibilities.
1 – Laws and standards
2 – Risks analysis and risk management
3 – Resilience promotion
4 – Computing and cryptographic technologies
5 - Physical technologies
6 – Procedures
7 – System resilience measure and control.
Laws and standards
National and European legal norms are a constraint the corporate resilience system has to
cope with.
Annex B gives a list of the most significant items as far as Italy and EU are concerned. The
multifaceted prism of corporate legality covers privacy, stakeholders and stockholders’
protection, market rules and many other items. Lack of compliance in this area may result in
both litigation and fines able to stress significantly corporate resilience. Hence main task of
this area is to guarantee and control the legal compliance of processes and procedures, also
not strictly security related. Professionals in this area should have a social sciences and
humanistic background, good command of two-three European languages, good writing and
relational capabilities in addition to a possibly formal background in law.
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Security standards (Annex C) come in as a useful guide to protection system design,
deployment and maintenance. They are a must when certifications are in sight. Specific
resilience related standards are not at the moment of this document writing available, but
some significant widely shared papers are around (see Annex D).
Professionals in this area should share common qualifications with law personnel and, in
additional, sport good logic mind. Several types of professional certifications are available
(see Part III chapter 3.2). Tasks and responsibilities are mostly related to assure standards
compliance of resilience system project, deployment and review.
Risk analysis and risk management
Even in a resilience enforcing view risk analysis with risk management remains a basic step of
both resilient protection system design and maintenance.
As known, several methodologies supported by software application are around to assist the
analyst. ENISA lists them on its website. Most available applications rely on an associated
database that includes applicable countermeasures. The analyst should be able to evaluate
such a data base to be sure that valuable resilience enforcing measures are included. Such
measures encompass the logical, physical and organizational area.
The analyst should realize the lack of resilience oriented countermeasures, he should be able
to conceive them, state them in the specific risk analysis application formal language and
include them in the data base. This essential activity requires high professionalism, specific
competence and a good degree of creativity and imagination. This document content may help
in such a task.
Resilience promotion and evaluation
Since resilience is a multifaceted quality that covers a multitude of aspects (technologies,
organization, culture and personnel motivation) we propose a specific role (a kind of
“facilitator”) able to integrate all resilience components and “spread” them all over the
system, aiming at the final goal to motivate all corporate personnel in participating to the
“resilience challenge”.
Main tasks of this role are:
a) – Browse over the various sectors of the security team (the ones this sub chapter is
discussing) to informally debate about actions performed or to be performed in the next
future regarding protection measures able to enforce resilience;
b) – Stay tuned, at informative level, about technology status of the art in order to
individuation novelties to be proposed to technical specialist. Often specialists are more
prone to develop over and over existing techniques instead of looking around and browse
informative literature. For example, inexpensive multirotor used for surveillance purposes
was simply unthinkable one year ago and micro sensors market, exploding now, didn't exist
two years ago.
c) – Have frequent relations and talk with non-security related corporate personnel in order
to improve their awareness about risks and point out their active role as contributors to
resilience.
d) – Organize and set up periodical events and lectures for corporate personnel to promote
resilience culture. These events instead of being formal conferences, will be preferably
movies, intriguing episodes, everyday news related to security breaches and useful to start
discussion and debate among attendees.
This role is not easy. The performer should integrate technical skill, properly oriented
curiosity, newspaper reading, humanistic culture, presentation build taste and others.
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Computing and cryptographic technologies
The vast amount of computer related security devices along with cryptography is the bread
and butter of computer and networks protection. See Part III chapter 3.1 of the document for
more details about resilience related side of the matter.
What makes the difference in this area is the capability, in addition to install and trim existing
applications, to develop by scratch custom functions using suitable programming languages.
Good knowledge of languages and related libraries and network architecture are a must not to
say of cryptographic algorithms familiarity. A timely information channel to application bugs
and flaws warns is necessary.
Physical technologies
Looking around at existing literature gives the impression that this area is generally
considered less smart than the logical countermeasures. Several risk analysis methodologies
simply ignore, in their data base, such kind of countermeasures.
What is true is that this area lacks the acceleration typical in host and network area evolution.
This does not mean that the matter is less relevant in a protection system. The recent trend is
to add a good bunch of logic to old shaped models transforming them in “smart physical
devices”.
Robotics and multirotors (civilian drones) as sophisticated sensors in video cameras are an
example of such evolution.
Procedures
Procedures are to be considered “organizational measures”. They are basically two kinds: the
first is “device independent”, say is not related to any logical or physical protective device. An
example: the evacuation procedure in case of fire. A second kind is procedures related to the
correct usage of logical or physical devices. An example is how to read and use logs.
Procedures writing is almost an art. It’s not an exaggeration to state the clearness, adherence
to the real scenario, comprehensive consideration of possible situations contributes to the
resilience challenge. It’s also important that procedures reside on an internal website, so that
their maintenance and updating will be easier and more timely.
System resilience control and measure
Resilience is a quality of the system achieved through a manifold aspect of its protection
system. It is a long process and also, considering the maintenance aspect, an endless process.
Hence it is important to have a specific role for resilience control and measurement.
Resilience control means to verify, periodically and consistently, that resilience improvement
activities have been carried on and that they work positively. This analysis should be
performed in the various areas above discussed.
There are a couple of methodologies proposed to “measure” resilience progresses. Look at
relevant papers in Annex D. Is important carry on such survey using the same method
periodically, say every year and compare results with the previous year ones. It is
substantially a “relative” measure.
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3.3.2.2 Roles relation and integration
In previous chapter 3.3.2.1 a certain number of “resilience related” roles, each one requiring
specific skills, have been pointed out. Procedures writing and promotion requires a strong
cooperation between the writing specialist and specific experts involved. Risk management,
which involves countermeasures definition and implementation, requires too the assistance
of sectoral experts. Logical and physical protection solutions are strictly related and are in
general without satisfactory results if not supported by procedures that relate them with the
human factor.
Hence a systematic interrelation scheme among above mentioned roles should be set up,
based on “all roles” weekly meeting and on “expert with expert” consultation on a need basis.
3.3.2.3 Resilience organization review.
The proposed organizational scheme is a complex mechanism aimed at improving the CI
resilience level through various activities requiring multi-faceted skills. Activities and
resources together contribute to the development of a process.
As all others enterprise process, the resilience fostering process is to be periodically reviewed
and evaluated, by both internal and external evaluators, accordingly with existing good
auditing practices.
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3.4 Cooperative Resilience
3.4.1. Introduction
This fourth chapter shares the same aim with the previous ones: to provide indications to critical
infrastructure operators/owners21 in order to evaluate their resilience. The difference, in this
chapter, is the perspective: the collaborative approach with stakeholders that provide key
products or services to an operator/owner of a critical infrastructure (CI). Potential resilient
solutions can often be found outside the ‘boundaries’ of the operator/owner’s infrastructures and,
differently from the Technical, Physical, Personal and Organisational Resilience, most of decisional
process for improving resilience is not directly depending by the operator/owner itself.
Risks of external dependency for the resilience performance may be partially mitigated especially
through structured cooperative strategies with external actors including the more formalised
approaches (e.g. service level agreements).
The issue related to the establishment of an effective cooperative approach between suppliers of
goods/providers of services and critical infrastructure operators/owners goes beyond the well
known aspect of mapping dependencies/interdependencies of critical infrastructures in all of their
dimensions for at least two reasons. First, suppliers of goods/providers of services might also not
belong to the sectors in which are identified the most common potential critical infrastructures.
Delays in the supply of glass cans prevent the urgent delivery of a vaccine against a biological
agent to a major hospital such as a strike of personnel of cleaning services affects operational
planning of an international airport. Secondly, in the real word, dependencies/ interdependencies
of a critical infrastructure operator/owner are organisation-specific and mainly affected by the
framework conditions (e.g. legal obligations, geographical location, economic convenience).
Such considerations imply the establishment of an environment with favourable conditions in
which an operator/owner of critical infrastructures identifies interests/needs related to the
resilience improvements in collaborating with other public and private operators/owners and
authorities (including police forces with preventive objectives, first respondents with recovering
roles). Although most of the operators/owners of critical infrastructures are in charge of providing
“collective goods”, dynamics of infrastructures management follow market rules and therefore are
mainly business-driven. From the point of view of operators/owners, cooperation activities for
resilience are mainly led by a direct or indirect economic interest: the objective to run their
business with cost-effective resilience policies granting them production of goods or delivery of
services at the desired productive capacity with continuity. In this context, operators/owners are
apparently asked to sustain within their organisation costs of actions which benefits will be mainly
exploited by external stakeholders.
In absolute terms, effective resilience of the socio-economic system brings advantages to
operators/owners of critical infrastructures in terms of reduced direct and indirect costs in case of
critical events (e.g. reputational costs, recovery costs). A proactive behaviour of operators/owners
of critical infrastructures and their suppliers/providers is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition.
Involvement of the public entities is a key aspect for developing effective cooperation aimed at
the establishment of resilient societies. The promotion and fertilization of cooperative tables such
as Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) involving national public and private actors with the same
targets should be included in the decision makers’ agendas. PPPs may be interpreted as the
institutional solutions for the improvement of the resilience of operators/owners of critical
21

The content of this chapter, even if laid down with a clear focus on the perspectives of the Operators/Owners of
Critical Infrastructures, may apply to the area of interest and intervention of governments and security agencies.
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infrastructures and their supply chains. Such cooperative tables may help the sharing of resilience
costs between the operators/owners and the society if the public actors actively participate.
Perspective of this chapter is the one of the operator/manager of a critical infrastructure that
takes into account what is out its organisation to understand what affects (positively or negatively)
the desired or actual resilience level.
3.4.2. Background related to cooperative approaches
A CI operator/owner acts in the socio-economic framework according to its mission though
structural relationship with specific stakeholder’s profiles: interactions with its providers/suppliers
(P/S) may affect its resilience. Its own failures may affect resilience of other critical infrastructures
and of the society as whole.
Most of the structural relationships of a CI operator/owner are business-oriented focusing on the
production of goods and delivery of services and can be easily mapped in a supply chain structure.
Others may be ad-hoc created to improve the efficiency and the continuity of the productive
processes. When relationships with external actors are business-oriented and functional to
production of goods and/or delivery of services, relationship are regulated by contracts. Although
formal agreements cannot include all the possible failure situations, liability of related costs is
essentially identifiable in mis-behaviour/unavailability one of the actors of the chain. It means that
lack of expected “inputs” to a CI operator/owner (as to any business organisation) from external
actors due to lack of their resilience to natural critical events or to internal failures may be
quantified in terms of (visible and invisible) costs of the CI operator/owner. Contractual provisions
among the two actors rule the definition of the liabilities and related allocation of costs.
When relationships with external actors include, among the outputs, collective goods, as in the
case of CI operators/owners, liability of failures is in charge of CI operators/owners but most of
the costs are sustained by the entire societal system (as shown in Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Simplified supply chain structure between providers/suppliers and critical infrastructures
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Effective public intervention has to be addressed to the improvement of resilience measures
within the operator/owner of critical infrastructures. Prevention measures should be preferred to
the recovery ones. Resilience enforcement supported by the external (public) actors can be done
with two main approaches:
1. Legal and regulatory prescriptions;
2. Cooperative approaches.
While national and super-national legal and regulatory prescriptions on business continuity and on
minimum quality of services delivered by critical infrastructures impose requirements on
technical, physical, personal or organisational elements of the single organisation that de facto
increase resilience, cooperative approaches rely on the principle that if costs of a potential failure
are collective, also investments to prevent or reduce them should be shared among the involved
stakeholders.
Reniers et al. (2005) within the analysis of major accidents affecting safety in the Antwerp port
area (the second largest chemical cluster worldwide) support the design of a meta-technical
framework for optimizing external domino prevention. Their investigation show that the majority
of Seveso top tier companies expressed a willingness to cooperate more intensively to protect
themselves against potential off-site major accidents. The proposed solution, the Hazwim
framework, combining Hazop, What If analysis and the Risk Matrix, allows managers of the
different companies of the cluster to set a collaborative approach to prevent external domino
effects. The advantage of the collaborative approach respect to an individual strategy is shown in
Reniers et al. (2009). Using game theory authors demonstrate that only two situations can occur
(Nash equilibria):
1. None of the stakeholder invests in external risk prevention; companies that invest reduce the
risk to the others but partially mitigating their own risks.
2. All stakeholders invest in external risk prevention.
The challenge for the predominance of the second situation is the achievement of trusted
relationship among the players avoiding unfair behaviours. In building resilience through potential
operators/managers of critical infrastructures this means spontaneous cooperative behaviours
among the supply chain actors.
One of the key issue affecting the choice of an CI operator/manager in a competitive environment
is the measurement of the resilience level and, as consequence, of the resilience investments.
“Francis and Bekera (2014), have proposed a resilience analysis framework consisting of five
components: system identification, vulnerability analysis (before, during and after disruption),
resilience objective setting, and stakeholder engagement (coordination, cooperation &
information sharing), and resilience capacities. The proposed uncertainty-weighted resilience
metric is based on a review of various approaches to resilience definition and assessment.”
3.4.3 Key elements for improving the resilience of CIs trough cooperation
Among spontaneous cooperative behaviours, PPPs can be mentioned. A public-private partnership
(PPP) is generally intended as a form of cooperation between private and public actors aimed at
achieving common goals for the general benefit of society. The provision of a “collective good” is
the final outcome of a relation in which the public actors have needs and the private counterparts
have capacities and direct (mainly economic) interest.
In the last 20 years, PPPs, born as projects of private sectors financing of public infrastructures,
have developed in several forms of cooperation and have been applied in different domains such
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us the creation of toll roads22, water pipelines23, light rail systems, bridges, tunnels24, hospitals,
schools, prisons. In this context, infrastructures have been always the subjects of PPPs. Among the
different types of PPPs, those focused on creation of “soft social infrastructures”25 may be
suggested as the proper instrument to face challenges such as security in collective goods and
resilience of socio-economic systems involving infrastructures that can be considered critical. In
this case, PPP projects financial aspects have a limited relevance and should be considered in a
more comprehensive way as “strongly incentive-compatible contracting agreements” (Grimsey,
Lewis, 2004, p.6).
Given the fact that direct involvement of external actors (public and private) is essential, the
proper set up of an effective networking involving operators/owners of critical infrastructures
improving their resilience evaluation and engineering is not straightforward. A proper agreement
among involved actors and a shared understanding of objectives, incentives and benefits in
actively participating should be the starting point.
The EP3R (European Public Private Partnership for Resilience) initiative, addressing the protection
issues of Critical Information and Communication Infrastructures (CIIs), was a pilot experience
providing essential indications on the sustainability of cooperative approaches at the European
level. As pointed out by Cavallini et al. (2014) in the ENISA report on “EP3R 2010-2013 - Four Years
of Pan-European Public Private Cooperation”, a coordinated cross-border multi-stakeholder
approach should include 11 key features of the PPP model:
1. Addressed topics/objectives
2. Leadership approach
3. Effort for the involved stakeholders
4. Costs for the involved stakeholders
5. Geographical scope
6. Interaction model
7. Type of involved stakeholders
8. Profile of participants of the involved stakeholders
9. Expected outcomes
10. Inclusion rule
11. Participation rule.
Trust among participants was to be considered the leading factors for the voluntary participants to
the regular EP3R meetings.
Within supply chains, most of relationships among CI operators/managers are already structured
(with a public side role in any case regulated by private law contracts) as economic connections
and the choice to go beyond the bare contractual duties requires in any case: Addressed
topics/objectives (1); Effort for the involved stakeholders (3); Costs for the involved stakeholders
(4); Interaction model (6); Expected outcomes (9).

22

E.g. the Helsinki-Lathi motorway 1995-1997.
E.g. the water system in Bucharest 2000-2025
24
E.g. the M4 PPP Toll Motorway project in Ireland 1999-2007
25
Argy et al. (1999) classify infrastructures in 4 categories: 1. Hard economic infrastructures (e.g. motorways): 2. Soft
economic infrastructures (e.g. technology transfer); 3. Hard social infrastructures (e.g. schools); 4. Soft social
infrastructures (e.g. community services).
23
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European Public Private Partnership for Resilience (EP3R) initiative
Several initiatives in terms of PPPs for security and resilience have been established in the last
10 years at the national level. On the contrary, although cross-borders issues are problems at
stake, limited experiences have been set up with a European geographical scope. Among the
most challenging experiences there was the European Public Private Partnership for Resilience
(EP3R). The EP3R has been established in 2009 in COM(2009)149 on Critical Information
Infrastructure Protection (CIIP)26. The initial objective of this partnership was to establish a
sustainable cross-border co-operation devoted to address the CIIP Action Plan fundamental
pillars. According to the COM(2009)149, aims of the EP3R were:
“Encourage information sharing and stock-taking of good policy and industrial practices to foster
common understanding; Discuss public policy priorities, objectives and measures; Baseline
requirements for the security and resilience in Europe; Identify and promote the adoption of
good baseline practices for security and resilience.”
The approach chosen by the European Commission was focused on an effective engagement of
the public and private actors in a multilateral, open and inclusive dialogue in order to achieve
the five pillars of the CIIP Action Plan27:
Ad-hoc working groups (evolving in time) were set up to address specific issues according to the
needs of the involved operators/owners of critical infrastructures needs and to the evolutions in
policies.
It was originally structured on three Working Groups (WG), with selected participants belonging
to security sectors of National and pan European Telecom operators, Internet Service Providers,
industrial associations, Standardization Bodies, Competent National Authorities, manufactures
and solution providers. Representatives of the ENISA and of the DG CONNECT of the European
Commission mainly covered the public sector role. Main activities were focused on: information
sharing, stock taking of good policy and industrial practices, coordination of policies for security
and resilience in Europe.
The evolution of the EP3R participants’ needs for a more topic-focused and impact-oriented
approach led to implement structural changes after mid-2012. Since early 2012, also the
management mechanism of working groups was already modified significantly: EP3R introduced
nominated Moderators, organised frequent teleconferences and provided alternative additional
meeting opportunities (e.g. combination of plenary sessions with working group sessions the
day before or after). These came to force from April 2012 (in Rome).
According to the EP3R Activity Report 2012. between August 2011 and March 2012 several
discussions were on-going in each working group:
• Working Group 1 addressed the Critical Information Infrastructure Protection approach and
delivered recommendations within the ICT Criteria Non-Paper. Relevant considerations
came also on a methodology to classify assets supporting CIIs infrastructures;
• Working Group 2 gathered Hardware Manufacturers, Supply Chain operators, and Telecom
Operators to define “quick wins” to improve reliability, resilience and default security levels
of equipment;
• Working Group 3b proposed to implement a Pan-European botnet-fighting programme,
along with key recommendations on how to proceed;
• Working Group 3e reflected mainly on the preparedness for a Preliminary Emergency
26

Otherwise known as CIIP Action Plan.
Preparedness and Prevention, Detection and response, Mitigation and recovery, International Cooperation, Criteria
for European Critical Infrastructures in the ICT sector.
27
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Communication and recommended the establishment of a European Crisis Coordination
Contact list.
The EP3R initiative was closed in concomitance with the establishment of the Network
Information Security (NIS) platform in June 2013.

3.4.4 Why there is a need of resilience for critical infrastructure operators
The experience around the European Council Directive 114/08/EC on ‘the identification and
designation of European critical infrastructures and the assessment of the need to improve their
protection’ has shown how much the Operators/Owners, exactly like many EU Member States,
have been very cautious in implementing measures that were perceived as unneeded or as a
duplicated effort. As a result of this misperception, the interactions between Governments and
Operators/Owners around the issues highlighted by the Directive have brought to fragmented,
purely bilateral, consultations/agreements for the designation of European Critical infrastructures.
The interpretation of such behaviours unveils that this is most probably due to the fact that EU
Member States, and national Operators as well, seem to keep their focus within their respective
‘boundaries’ and try and avoid the engagement of the ‘European Fora’ seen as a potential
generator of further responsibilities or unwanted burdens.
The emblematic case of the need to spend more efforts toward the participation or establishment
of ‘cooperative environments’ for the facilitation of information sharing and execution of exercises
related to deepening the knowledge around resilience, is the new formulation of the European
Programme on Critical Infrastructure Protection. The message spread by such programme is
focused on the awareness that the implementation of a resilient approach is not the result of a
national/corporative introspection but can only be achieved through a cooperative approach
focused on the involvement of the actors that matters the more in the kind of activities that
constitute the objective of a PPP. Such last statement implies the need to clarify that general use
of PPPs for mere information sharing doesn’t reach the same result of a specific PPP that is
established with a very specific and ‘tailored’ mandate to explore potential improvement to be
applied on the way operators, authorities and agencies interact in time of crisis.
The challenge, in this case, is the one of making the reaction/recovery as smoothest as possible
considering all of the variables that may affect or drive against the achievement of such ambitious
goals.
After many years of extensive use of PPPs in the field of Critical Infrastructure Protection and
Resilience, Operators, Nations or Security Agencies should now have a clear perception about the
differences between a platform for information sharing and a cooperative platform devoted to
test of procedures, implementation of protocols, promotion of training, discussion/exchange of
information pertaining very specific scenarios and exercises. Only the second example refers to
what a PPP should be and the establishment of such cooperative environment, in view to meet the
aforementioned objectives, has to be established following precise operational principles.

3.4.5 Operational principles for networking in the domain of Resilience: Security,
protection and resilience as goals.
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The aforementioned chapters and considerations about the increasing needs for security,
protection and resilience of critical infrastructures, each one coming with its own degree of
importance, and being resilience the focus of these guidelines, suggest a very focused approach on
this subject matter when thinking about networking. The lack of impact of many experiences
around PPPs can be found in the lack of focus and on the fact that such experiences where aimed
at covering too many aspects with a very wide approach. It’s opinion of the authors that the most
successful approach, on the contrary, suggest to streamline the mission and focus of a network on
very specific topics to be covered by defining clear boundaries for the cooperation around
resilience-related actions, protocols and discussions.
Operators, governments, security agencies are involved in many sharing platforms on a daily basis
and this means that everyone might struggle in coordinating the available resources and reaching
a clear impact if there’s a lack of focus on crucial elements like the ones described in the guidelines
and in the checklists.
3.4.5.1 Development of collaboration and response protocols among private and public
operators.
Development of collaboration and response protocols between public and private operators,
constitutes the step after the establishment of a clear focus for cooperation together with a
platform for sharing governmental advices.
This last step seems to be the most difficult to implement as it implies the establishment of the
protocols (the how to) and their continuous update and field test.
The first step, which is aimed at the establishment of the collaboration and coordinated response,
implies the design of the behaviour of all the parties involved every time there’s a need of facing a
crisis. The design has then to be brought to the next level of implementation through a dry-run or
field test in view to assess whether the designed approach works and which are the necessary
amendment for fine tuning it.
This activity seems more like a continuous lifecycle that has to be run according to a schedule that
allows to test and amend the cooperation framework and improve it whether other cooperation
needs emerge.
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PART IV – Annexes
Annex A. BEST PRACTICES TO DEPLOY A RESILIENCE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
1. Tracking the knowledge path to resilience: how to take effectively the “as is” picture of
the Organization
Designing the organizational change posture for resilience. It’s important to gather good
quality picture of all relevant assets of the organization and to estimate the overall exposure
to business risk. Let’s say that organizations are required to perform a complex and
knowledge intensive task that largely influences the “to be” project in terms of quality of
results and effectiveness of the overall change effort. Specific knowledge management
approach and techniques within organizations are available to face such a complex task.
From an operational point of view specific roles and responsibilities are a preliminary step
along this path to use general or sector specific techniques. Strongly recommended here all
the instruments and techniques referred to the “learning organization” approach and related
collaborative tools and techniques.
2. How to create and communicate a Resilience Intent Statement
The presence of an “intent statement” is helpful to clearly make people aware of the targeted
objective and direct their emotional, physical and intellectual resources to the objective.
Intent should be composed by at least by three statement: the indication of the purpose, the
description the overall approach intended to be adopted (the “doing how”) and the desired
end state. An intent statement in “enacted” from the highest level of the organization and
his function is to make clear and to commit all people of the organizations on the targeted
objectives and the related expected behaviour to be adopted. The statement strongly upheld
by top and diffused to all the organization must became the “motto” of every internal and
external initiative to strengthen organizational resilience.
This approach has the twofold objective to make aware all the organization about the
importance of the resilience and to definitely anchor the decision-making centres to the
objective.
3. Creating a sound Resilience Policy
We suggest to draft a General Resilience Policy in which the organization recalls and details
from the intent statement the main objectives, the methodology adopted by the organization
to set up the resilience management system, the organization levels committed, the resources
to be allocated, the expected results, and the envisaged control process. Issue-specific
policies will follow to grant details on the above mentioned topics or, if requested by the
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characteristics of the organization, or by sector-specific requirements
grain description of specific processes or sub-processes.

28

, to provide a fine

4. Building up an organization for Resilience and the “backpack of competences”
A definition of general and specific responsibilities for resilience needs to be allocated
within the organization. This is not an “a priori” task but it’s the results of the process flow
design as provided by the resilience management system. The responsibilities identified in
the activity and process description need to be allocated to specific individuals and
organizational units that take the commitment to carry out the envisaged assignments. The
ability to perform the related specific task needs a twofold set of competences: the
knowledge of the process in which the subject is involved and the task-specific competence.
According to this requirement organization must provide an accurate “competence model”
identifying a detailed competence/role matrix in order to set out the right competence
“backpack” for individuals and providing specific programs for the related ongoing training.
5. Designing and Implementing a Resilience Management System
Specific experience is needed to put in place a Resilience Management System.
The design and the implementation approach although is strongly advisable to follow in any
case the main steps of the overall model here introduced, largely depends on the
characteristics of the organization such as the sector of operations, the size, the criticality of
the business process29 and objectives; moreover internal factors (i.e. culture, characteristics
of work processes, etc.) such as external factors (environmental, socio-political context,
etc.). It follows that who has the burden to design and implement the system should pay
particular attention to fit the system to the specific organization. Here we provide some tips
and advice in order to achieve the goal of placing the system under control, whatever the
level of specify and/or complexity to deal with.
6. Operating a Resilience Management System
The operation of the system is the moment of truth: the intent statement must be
accomplished, the general and specific policies need to be properly enforced end the
targeted results must be achieved. Since treating resilience everything goes well until
organizations experiment a real the problem, it’s really important never let your guard down
and keep the focus on resilience always alive. Probably this is one of the toughest issue to
manage to ensure resilience. Some basic practices will be here provided to set and maintain
adequate levels of performance on this issue.
7. Measuring results and setting up a continuous improvement process for organization
Resilience
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About sectors specific issues see for example the NIST Disaster Resilience Framework; the related documents are
available on: http://www.nist.gov/el/building_materials/resilience/framework.cfm
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For example, the impact of procurement process on organization’s resilience is seldom underestimated. See: ENISA
Priorities for Research on Current and Emerging Network Technologies- Key findings- Integrity of supply chain-pages.
75-82 http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/identity-and-trust/library/deliverables/procent. See also (publication in
italian language): Luigi Carrozzi: Procurement Management per la protezione delle infrastrutture critiche:
https://www.economia.uniroma2.it/Public/files/eprocurement/file/CARROZZI%20LUIGI-MPM%20Tesina-Def.pdf
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Performance measurement is possible only if organization is capable to know and “read”
what really happens inside itself. Several approaches are largely available on performance
measurement and here we try to outline a specific one for resilience management. Whatever
the model adopted since the improvement is a step-by-step process, surveys on progress of
the “maturity level”30 on resilience is recommended. Moreover, since resilience relates to
mission critical objectives a “knowledge based” approach to performance analysis is also
strongly recommended.

30

See for example the Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model:
http://energy.gov/oe/downloads/cybersecurity-capability-maturity-model-february-2014
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Annex B.

RELATIONS BETWEEN ORGANIZATION, PROCESS, PEOPLE AND
TECHNOLOGY

The pyramid of UCD Marshall School of Business could be seen as a “graph” where the nodes
of the graph are the entity of the system represented by People, Process, Technology and
Organization, and the arcs of graph (“tensions” as named in the model) are the relations
between these entities represented by Human Factor, Culture, Governance, Architecture,
Enabling & Support and Emergence.

Source: Laree Kiely, Ph.D. and Terry Benzel – “Systemic Security Management”
Institute for critical Infrastructure Protection - USC Marshall School of Business
The design of a resilient organization needs an “holistic approach” where each entity of the
organization should not be considered independently from the others since they are often
tightly connected to the others and the overall project needs to take into account also the
specific relations among these entities. In order to have a more explicit description of the
interactions within an organization it’s possible to represent the graph as an input/output
table that enables the description of the bidirectional nature of the relations between nodes.
Below we introduce a table describing the relations between People, Process Organization
and Technology to be considered when designing, or evaluating, a resilient organization.
In the organizations where the “silo” model is predominant (department and business lines
work independently and that poorly relate each other) typically happens that who is in charge
of the organization design is not involved in technology issues, the technology department
designs solutions without evaluating impacts on users and processes, or even the training
plan, although rich, maybe is inadequate to the specific needs. In this case the attempt to put
in place an effective resilience system could be really challenging.
In the table we try to list all the practices that are worth of attention when rising up a resilient
organization and that we would like to find adopted in case we assess the overall resilience
system.
The table shows the relations existing between the entities of an organization seen as a
“system” according to the USC model. It expands in details the “tensions” among the entities.
The cells of the table show the contribution to resilience that each entity offers to others
according to the classical input/output scheme.
For example dealing with organization design and strategy, according with the first raw of the
table, in relation to the processes, we need to consider all the impacts on the specific
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resilience requirements and the coordination and conflict resolution fitted to resilience
requirements; the organization design and strategy must also provide to people a clear vision,
culture, values and identify the right competences as required by resilient organization;
regarding the technology infrastructure it’s crucial that the technology is properly aligned
with the strategy and the organizational structure, but this may happen only if the
organization strategy explicitly mentions and promotes the resilience principles also in
technological design and the future implementations.
The cells on the main diagonal of the matrix describe the input that an entity provides to
itself; we may call it “contribute to self-resilience of the entity”31. All the items provided in
this table show the important relations to be taken into account to implement a safe and
sound Resilient Organization.

To

ORGANIZATION
Design/Strategy

ORGANIZATION
Design/Strategy

- Change Management
providing “Resilience
by design”
- Avoid “silo effect”
- Provide Strategy
“Resilience aware”

- Resilience
requirements in
business processes
- Coordination, conflict
resolution

- Alignment to
business objectives
-Efficiency/Effectiveness
of the activity flow

- Process designed to
be measurable
- robustness to
variances and crisis

From

PROCESS

PEOPLE

TECHNOLOGY

- Make knowledge
explicit
- Patterns of behaviour
- Provide feedbacks
- Business and resilience
Objectives alignment
- Enable Efficiency
and Effectiveness of
Resilience Objectives
- Enable development

PROCESS

- operate processes
coherently to
resilience
requirements

- Support business
process automation

PEOPLE

-Vision/Mission/Objectives
- Culture, Values
- Command/Control
chain
- Competence “election”
- Openness to feedbacks
- Organization Learning
- Foster unity of intent

TECHNOLOGY
-Business requirements
of technical
Architecture
- Business efficiency
and effectiveness
requirement
- Business alignment
indicators

- Quality of process design
to support people activities
- Operability

- Provide specific and
clear activity flow
requirements

- Personal Mastery
- Ability to manage stress

- Provide human
interface
requirements

- Human interface quality
- Usability

- “autonomic
computing”
- core technology
functions
resilient/fault tolerant
“by design”

31We address here the term of “self-resilience” as the capacity of an entity to provide, within his capabilities, resilience also to
itself. Although this concept may be not trivial, it may stimulate reflections on how the entities of a system, when targeted to
provide resilience, should contribute to themselves to be resilient. For example, about the element “People” we may deal about
the case of a human operator that manage recovery systems, that is aware of the necessity, and built up accordingly personal
capabilities, to perform his tasks also under psychophysical stress.
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Annex C – Glossary
Attack
Capacity
CI Sector applicability
Dimension

Disruptive event
Evaluation mechanism
Feature (resilience)
Indicator
Indicator Card
Menace
Model (resilience)
Perimeter

Perimeter applicability
Protection
Resilience
Risk analysis
Risk management
Security

In traditional Risk Analysis is the method with which a menace is
actuated.
Capacities are intrinsic properties time related to a disruptive
event hitting a perimeter implemented into each one of the
resilience dimensions, to foster the perimeter resiliency.
Applicability of the specific Indicator Card to a specific Critical
Infrastructure sector
Four domains specific in resources and functions stackable along
an abstraction vector: technical (lowest level), personnel,
organizational, cooperative. In each domain specific resilience
indicators are applicable in order to foster the overall perimeter
resilience level.
A bad event able to cause economical and functional damage.
How an indicator is applied to a specific perimeter in order to
calculate its contribution to an overall perimeter resiliency index
value.
A quality of a protective measure able to contribute to foster the
resilience level of the evaluated perimeter.
A protective measure, defined at the proper abstraction level with
resilience features in mind, able to be used in evaluating the
perimeter resiliency level.
Each template containing a single Indicator.
A potential disruptive event.
A logical scheme containing entities with related qualities and
relations aimed at describing a complex concept.
The CI as a whole or, more likely, a part of the CI subject to the
resilience evaluation process. May be a geographic or topological
entity (like a plant, a department) but also a functional entity (like
a production process or an administrative process).
If and how far a specific Indicator is applicable to a given
perimeter (see CI Sector applicability)
Is a more realistic word instead of security, considering that this
latter term semantically includes an “absolute” feel.
Is the quality of a protection system that assures an acceptable
service level and a quick return to a normal service level after a
disruptive event hit.
The traditional process aimed at individuating potential disruptive
events, probabilities they may occur and consequential damages
and economical loss.
Is the process, consequential to the Risk management one, aimed
at reducing risk. Practically is the planning and implementation of
protective measures, in the light of a cost/benefit analysis view.
A magical word widely used instead of “Protection”.
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